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What better Ouistmas gift than our latest South <:aroltna 
Wildltfe Calendar and Almanac? Hand-scribed heads, spaces 
i>r your own notatiom, hunting seasons, best fishing dll)'S and 
beautiful photographs on fine quality paper mm: the 1981-82 
Calendar the best-looking. most useful yet! It's all capped off' 
with thoughtful IIlUSing, from the American ~ 
philosopher; Henry Thoreau. Our calendar begins in Sep
~ so Ouistmas could mme early if }Oll order }'DUIS 
now. Only $'7.95 plus 4% S.C. state sales tax. 

1be only gift idea that can outdo the South Ctlrolina 
Wildlife Calendar is 1be NEW South caroltna Wildlife 
Coallbook! First time a'C1" published, our cookbook reatures 
game preparation instructions along with plenty of fldd
tcstcd recipes from our readers and department staff: Red 
catfish stew, bameque venison, oyster ramekins, and ~ 
tea are just some of the original culinary ~tations )00'11 
find in this one.of-a-kind collection Special Ouistmas ofter: 
Just '4.95 plm 4% S.C. state sales tax if ordered by December 
25. After Ouistmas price is $5.95. 

For two surefttt Cbrlstmas fpft ideas, onler-yourcalendar5 and cookbooks 
now from the special order bm on paae 64. 
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You gotta get out of Crossroads, South 
Carolina, if you wanta know what the 
big-timers do for fun. Then you gotta go 
back to find 'em. 

W iklBoar 
in the Big City 
by Nancy Ann Coleman 

,· 

,, .. 
.ou ready to go?" 

Wanda just ignored Henry. She wasn't 
about to go home now, right after she'd 
caught her second largemouth of the whole 
entire summer. Here it was September 1 
and dog if she hadn't taken a seven
pounder. She had that plastic purple worm 
down there crawling on the bottom and 
she reckoned if Henry wanted to leave, he 
could swim back. 

It was nine-thirty and black dark. Way 
back in June, ol'Henry'dswornoff day
time fishing to save the last layer of skin on 
his nose. Even now, in the lantern light, 
he looked like a wild turkey gobbler sitting 
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there with his red face and red neck, 
cutting them beady eyes over at her. 

They hadn't expected to catch anything 
but just wanted to get out. Hadn't even 
brought a bucket. That bass was just 
flopping on the bottom of the boat. 

Wanda kept her stubborn head turned 
away while Henry paddled them in. It was 
still warm, but she really needed more 
clothes on than a tiger paw T-shirt and 
short-shorts. Henry stood up in the boat, 
stepped down in his bare feet on that slimy 
fish, and almost busted his behind. She 
liked to died laughing. 

Crickets cranked up the orchestra; a 
bullfrog added the tuba. Moonlight 
gleamed on the water. 01' Henry grabbed 
Wanda's hand on the walk home. She 
didn't know about Henry and this hand
holding stuff; he was her buddy and that's 
it. 

"Henry, you know, I been thinking 
'bout moving to Atlanta." 

"Atlanta? Whatchu talkin' about, 
Wanda?" 

"Henry, I'm both too young and too old 
to be hanging around this sleepy town. 

I gotta grow up and do something 
someday. We won't do anything but 
duck hunt and ride horses this winter 
anyway. I need to expand my mind. 
Ain't no action 'round here. I 
wanta get me a job and make it 
in the big city. I wanta find out 
where it's at." She giggled. 

"Where what's at, crazy?" 
"Glamor. Money. Excitement." 
"Ahshah, Wanda." . . . 

But she did it. Wanda 
found herself a job at 

Cooperative Communica
tions and Planning for 
Research and Develop-
mental Systems Analysis 

I 

-right there on 
Peachtree Street. 
She shed 
all those frumpy 
jumpers and 
jeans and ran up 
a bill in the 
"Today's Woman" 
section of Lord & 

Taylor. She was so excited her feet didn't 
touch pavement for a month, and hadn't 
touched dirt yet. 

The first week she fell in love. The man 
was named Lloyd, and Lloyd was 
everything ol' Henry wasn't. Clean-cut, 
stylish, authoritative. Had a B.S. and a 
M.S. in something. Wore three-piece 
suits, alligator shoes, and a necktie with 
geese all down the front. Lord, he had the 
cloth. 

By moving her desk over a couple feet, 
Wanda could see in his office that was oh 
so neat and every now and then he caught 
her glance. Over his shoulder he had a 
quail print and on the other wall a fox
hunting scene. The whole room was done 
in muted green and brown grasscloth. She 
was sure he made three times her salary. 

For a while Wanda didn't see the 
excitement she had hoped for. If she kept 
up with work, laundry, groceries, trash, 
bathing, the rent, and new stockings, she 
only had room left for sleep. Then one 
mid-December afternoon she was working 
late and Lloyd asked her to a birthday party 
at the New Tara Plantation Apartments, 
swankiest complex downtown. Had a pool 
and grass and trees. 

On her way to the train, Wanda bought 
a copy of "Dressing to Get Ahead." 
Frantically she turned to the chapter: 
"How to Attract Young Money." "Be 
outdoorsy," the book said. "They like down 
vests and leather boots. Cultivate the 
fresh-faced innocence of a country girl." 

Oh, no, she sobbed, I threw am:iy my 
look. 

When Lloyd came to pick her up, she 
asked him to come on in. He got a glass 
from the kitchen and poured himself a shot 
of Wild Boar, careful not to spill it on his 
prime northern goose down two-toned 
jacket, which he wore over a blue 
bandana, an Eddie Bauer turtleneck, and 
tight Bean's bird~shooting pants. On his 
head was a cowboy hat circled with a 
rattlesnake band. 

"Good---ness, sweetheart! Where'd you 
get these decoys? I didn't know you were a 
collector. This one looks like an Elmer 
Crowell original." 

"I'm not a collector and it's not a 
whatever. It's one I used back home." 

"You used it! You actually put something 
like this in the water? Wanda, you could 
sell each one of these for a couple hundred 
bucks at least! Wait a minute . .. A gun 
rack! Is that a Winchester Model 12? You 
are a collector. I know an Arab who's 
buying up all the guns like this he can find. 
I guess you hunt with them too. Wanda, 
they're much too valuable to be used as real 
guns." 

Lloyd didn't shut up about that stuff all 
the way over to this party. All year, he and 
his friends had been saving up to go to this 
plantation club in South Carolina and 
hunt deer, quaff, ducks, whatever. The 
year before his plans had been ruined by a 
deadline at work. The year before that too 
much Early Times had ruined his Maryland 
goose hunt. 

Oh, and he was into fishing too. 
"I just bought a sixteen-foot Terry bass 

boat, a 115-horsepower outboard, and a 
Shakespeare Sigma bait-casting outfit. I'm 
ready to try out my new lures." 

"Where?" 
"Well, as soon as I get some time off, 

we're gonna find us a good place close by." 
He practiced his cast at a redlight. 
The party at Tara was hopping. They 

had rented a mechanical bull, no le$, and 
everyone was dressed like Lloyd, or in the 
other latest styles-camouflage and safari. 
Gifts were g,iven-quail ashtrays, 
duck-bedecked decanters, a cashmere 
sweater with a trophy buck over the left 
breast. 

Wanda held an elk print in front ofher 
face and sneaked into a bedroom to find a 
phone. . . . 

Back home ol' Henry had just kicked off 
his boots and britches, slipped on some soft 
pants, and turned his back end to the fire. 
He was all fired up to sit down to the 
smoked duck he had taken that very day 
when the phone rang. 01' Henry smiled 
and let it ring a few times before he 
answered. _, 
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:)''Tile 
by Mike Creel 

tilefish. This information will be utilized by the South Atlantic Fishery Man
agement Oluncil, which has management authority over tilefish, as a devel
oping new resource. 

Years ago several New Jersey boats fished for tilefish off South Carolina, 
returning north to offload their catches. Few local fishermen knew about these 
fish, partly because the deep-water soft bottom areas in which tilefish are 
found are not productive for other fish, such as snapper and grouper. Those 
who knew where to catch tilefish seldom fished for them because of the lack 
of local markets. 

Early in the summer of 1980, locai grouper fishermen located an area south
east of Charleston that contained large numbers of golden tilef1Sh. Based in 
part on this discovery, the Marine Resources Division obtained a grant from 
the Gulf and South Atlantic Fisheries Development Foundation to survey 
additional areas off the coast of South Carolina. As additional productive 
areas were located, a fishery began to develop, and in 1980 some 100,000 
pounds of tilefish were landed and sold for an average dockside price of one 
dollar per pound. Prices at local seafood markets more than tripled this 
amount. 

At present there are two South Carolina boats that concentrate their efforts 
for tilefish, while several snapper boats and some shrimp boats occasionally try 
their luck. 

According to David Cupka, assistant director of the Marine Resources 
Center's Office of Olnservation, Management, and Marketing, the Gulf and 
South Atlantic Fisheries Development Foundation has funded the project for 
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a second year. Cupka says that additional potentially prcxluctive areas are 
being surveyed and as.sessed for tilefish concentrations, and life history re
search on the species is being conducted. The area being surveyed is a three
nautical-mile-wide band of bottom along 125 nautical miles of the 100-fathom 
contour off the South Carolina coast. 

The usual fishing methcxl for tilefish is simply to locate suitable bottom and 
drift over the area using the electric reels employed in deep-water snapper and 
gi:ouper fishing. The great depth-some 360 to l,CXX) feet-at which these 
fish occur necessitates the use of large capacity electric reels, stainless steel 
wire cable, and six- to eight-pound lead weights. Such techniques can yield 
up to 2,CXX) pounds of tilefish per day. 

"On our survey cruises to date we have verified a total of 84 square miles as 
productive tilefish habitat," said Glenn Ulrich, Finfish Management Section 
Leader for the Conservation, Management, and Marketing Office. "We have 
approximately 400 ·square miles left to survey. 

"Tile fish in our waters seem to pref er a smooth, gently sloping bottom with 
no abrupt relief, composed of soft mud at depths of 90 to 150 fathoms or more," 
Ulrich said. The type of bottom where tilefish live is on the upper part of the 
continental slope. Fishermen call it a "tapioca" bottom because it is so soft. 
When fishing weights hit this bottom, they embed, and the fishermen topside 
can feel a sucking action on the weight. This is one indication that a boat is 
fishing in a potentially productive area. 

"We think our population densities here are just as high per unit area as in 
New Jersey and New York waters," Ulrich said. He added that the state's 
verified tilefishing grounds are in two sections along the 100-fathom curve of 
the continental shelf in a band of 90 to 150 fathoms deep. 

One area has a northern perimeter of latitude 32 degrees 10 minutes north 
and longitude 78 degrees 5 5 minutes west with a southern perimeter of latitude 
31 degrees 46 minutes north and longitude 79 degrees 25 minutes west. 

A second productive tilefish area located east of Charleston has a northern 
perimeter oflatitude 32 degrees 35 minutes north and longitude 78 degrees 35 
minutes west with a southern perimeter of latitude 32 degrees 31 minutes 
north and a longitude 78 degrees 37 minutes west. The gap between these two 
areas seems to have a firmer bottom, and no tilefish were caught there during 
a survey cruise. 

"A peculiarity of tilefish is that they do not mark well on electronic fish
finding gear," said Robert A. Low Jr., assistant marine scientist with the 
division's Marine Resources Research Institute. "This may indicate that they 
burrow into the bottom, as has been shown to the north. In the northern 
submarine canyons off New England, the fish live in large burrows like a 
gopher colony, mostly sitting over the burrows and diving in when frightened." 

It is uncertain whether tilefish can be caught in winter. State research 
vessels had their last decent catches in late October. Low explained that 
winter fishing is difficult due to severe weather and strong currents. A tech
nique called power drifting, actually controlled drifting in gear, must be used 
under such adverse conditions. The fish seem to bite best in late afternoon 
and not at all after dark. 

"Their diet seems to be primarily butterfish, spotted hake, and crabs,• Low 
said. "But we've found some unusual items in their stomach as well, such as 
masking tape, tea bags, and orange peels.• 

"Female tilefish ready to spawn have been caught in South Carolina waters 
as early_ as April," said Low. "We believe that they may spawn through the 
summer and on into September or October." Each female produces millions 
of pelagic eggs larger than one millimeter in diameter. The larva, or young fish, 
are said to closely resemble a boxfish, which has many small spines over a 
chunky body. 

Golden tilefIBh are thought to be slow-growing and long-lived, possibly up 
to 36 years. TilefIBh caught in South Carolina are being aged at the Marine 
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Resources Center by microscopic viewing of carbonate concretions of the 
inner ear called otoliths. This work should yield some reliable age-growth data 
for tilefish in this locality. 

One of the most curious things about the golden tilefish, besides its burrow
ing habit, is the topnotch or crest in front of its dorsal fin. This crest is longer 
on males than on females and it is longer on northern fish than on southern 
ones. Tilefish in the southern Gulf of Mexico have almost no crest. 

"It's not really unusual for northern fish within a species to have somewhat 
larger extremities, such as fins, flaps, or other appendages, than southern 
individuals," Low said, "although this is usually related to water temperature." 

South Carolina's developing commercial f!Shery for the golden tile is, ac
cording to several marine scientists, "no flash in the pan.• Extensive studies 
are underway to reveal new information as to its life habits and distribution. 

Tilef!Sh, while something new to South Carolina's commercial fishing in
dustry, have actually been around for a long time. The species was discovered 
off the New England coast in 1879. But no commercial fishery developed 
there because a shift in ocean currents during 1882 brought abnormally cold 
waters into their habitat. 

In March and April of that year over 4,CXX) square miles of the Atlantic 
Ocean were covered with dead tilefish. So complete was the destruction that 
not another fish of this species was caught for the following five years. Tilefish 
numbers rebounded in the early 1900s. In 1916 ten million pounds were 
landed off New England. 

Since the early 1970s, the New England commercial fishery for the golden 
tile has grown, primarily due to the efforts from Barnegat Light, New Jersey, 
which is often called "Tilefish Capital of The World." Bottom longlines, 
similar to trotlines, baited with mackerel, squid, or herring, are f!Shed from 
fifty- to ninety-foot vessels. Approximately thirty to forty miles oflongline are 
fished on trips lasting four to five days to make a good catch of about 10, CXX) 
pounds. 

The life habits and habitat of the golden tilefish are fertile ground for marine 
research in New Jersey. Two marine biologists from Rutgers University, Dr. 
Churchill B. Grimes and Dr. Ken Able, have been very active in studying the 
unique fish in the waters off New Jersey, where it is the state's second most 
valuable fin fishery. 

Explaining his interest in the golden tilefish, Grimes, an assistant professor 
of marine f!Sheries at Rutgers, commented, "Virtually nothing was known of 
the biological basis of their management. Therefore, an excellent opportunity 
existed to conduct life history and population dynamics studies, which we 
hope will lead to rational management of the resource." 

Through a Sea Grant research project, Grimes and Able explored first
hand the tilefIBh's Hudson Canyon habitat off New Jersey in a submersible, a 
two-man Nekton Gamma submarine. The biologists made 22 two- to three
hour dives in the submarine at depths from sixty to 120 fathoms. A 35-milli
meter camera synchronized with a strobe flash was mounted on the sub's 
exterior. The researches also took videotapes with a handheld video camera 
from inside the vessel. 

According to Grimes, their underwater work had two goals: "One to in
vestigate the distribution and abundance of tilefish in relation to their habitat 
and to document associated species; and two, to evaluate the commercial 
longline gear that is currently used in the fishery.• 

The submarine observation of tilefIBh led to several new findings and the
ories. The scientists got a closeup look at the construction of the burrows and 
noted that a tilefish always entered its burrow headfirst and emerged back
wards, augering upwards with its tail. They theorized that the burrows were 
used as anti-predator devices, rather than as places to prey from. The tile is 
the top predator in its immediate community, but tilefish remains have been 
found in the stomachs of deepwater sharks, such as the dusky. 
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Grimes and Able believe that galatheid crabs, a prime food of tilefish, work 
with tilefish in the formation of the burrows. The crabs loa;en clay sediment 
as they dig tail down into the burrow and this sediment is then expelled from 
the hole by the action of the fish entering and exiting. lbrough this process, 
the biologist speculates, the burrow grows gradually wider and deeper. 

The scientific investigation being done ·in Mid-Atlantic Bight waters by 
Grimes, Able, and graduate student Steve Turner is similar to that being done 
off the South Carolina coast. Both states would like to acquire a better un
derstanding of the tilefish's life history, movement, and habitat limitations so 
that regional fishery councils can conservatively manage commercial fishing 
efforts and protect a valuable resource. 

The golden tilefish in South Carolina must be considered strictly a fish to 
be caught on commercial gear because of the great depth at which it occurs, 
the expense of necessary equipment, and the trip required to reach the con
tinental slope where it lives. 

In New Jersey some commercial fishing boats have taken out parties of 
anglers using electric reels. The area they fish is closer to the coast than South 
Carolina's fishing grounds. 

There exists, however, one unusual record of a thirty-five pound golden 
tilefish caught from the party boat Captain Alex out of Murrells Inlet on Sep
tember 19, 1971. J. P. Mc Whitter of McAdenville, North Carolina, caught 
the forty-three-inch fish with cut squid in 80 fathoms (480 feet) of water near 
longitude 78 degrees 18.9 minutes west and latitude 32 degrees 45.3 minutes 
north. The luck of this angler netted him one of the best-eating fish in South 
Carolina waters, but it's doubtful that tilefish will become a regular catch on 
party boats. 

While many questions remain concerning South Carolina's golden tilefish 
resource, there are no doubts about its status on the table. Being a deepwater 
fish, it has firm flesh that keeps well on ice. The thick body and large average 
size of the golden tile afford a good recovery rate on its firm white fillets, about 
50 percent of the total gutted weight. 

It is a preferred food fish in the New England states, but is still new to 
Southerners. Similar to grouper, tilefish meat is excellent when poached, 
fried, broiled, or baked and can be used in just about any seafood recipe. 

At present it is not widely available but is becoming increasingly so as the 
demand grows. A few restaurants and seafood markets in Charleston, Green
ville, and Columbia now offer it. The gourmet magazine Bon Appetit thought 
enough of the golden tile to feature it in their March 1979 issue with a recipe 
for broiled fillets. 

Promotional activities by/the Marine Resources Division's Office of Con
servation, Management, and Marketing have helped to establish new markets 
for tilefish within· the state. Seafood Marketing Services section leader Paul 
Van Steenbergen commented, "Once somebody tastes tilefish, you've got your 
market. It's currently available at about thirty restaurants and markets across 
the state and has, I believe, the most potential for growth of any seafood here." 

As markets continue to develop and local consumers become more familiar 
with tilefish, commercial catches are expected to grow markedly. 

Tilefish are an important part of our outer continental shelf marine com
munity. They support valuable commercial fisheries in the Northeast and a 
growing fishery in South Carolina. Based on the data gathered so far by fish
ermen and scientists, golden tile seem to be an abundant species constituting 
a significant portion of the living creatures within their community on the 
upper continental slope. 

We still, however, have a great deal to learn about this strange fish. A better 
understanding is needed of its role within outer continental shelf ecosystems. 
The factors which limit or encourage its distribution must be revealed and 
discussed and its biology or life habits must be further explored and 
documented.--. 



Ak a question about 
the history of arch

ery and Owen Jeffery is quick to speak of 
the bow's use by all major cultures as far 
back as 7,000 B.C. His eyes twinkle with 
wonder as he tells of Istanbul bowmen who 
shot the Ottoman Empire's composite 
bows. His gestures momentarily recreate 
the battlesofCrecy (1346), Poictiers (1356), 
and Agincourt (1415), in which badly out
numbered English commoners used their 
famed longbows to practically annihilate 
the French aristocracy and its armies. 

Jeffery knows the bow and arrow's history 
and he knows what it takes to design, pro
duce, and successfully shoot the weapon. 
At eleven years of age, he fashioned his first 
bow with red cedar and a bailing wire string. 

"Owen's the master bowyer," his son Tom 
states matter-of-factly with pride. "It's all in 
his head-how the bow works, stress points 
that must be met, designing for specific ef
fects, or to correct for individual failings." 

Owen Jeffery's Arkansas boyhood inter
est in bows and bow hunting intensified 
after World War II. In 1950, he visited Hoyt 
Archery O:impany in Missouri to see their 
laminated recurve bows. Jeffery returned 
with two bows of his own design and con
struction and was hired to run Hoyt's oper
ation, producing top-quality tournament 
bows until 1966 when Bear Archery hired 
him to raise their product's standings in 
competitive shooting. 

by John Davis/photographs by Jim Goller 

Perhaps more than any other sport, 
bowhu.nting demands a personal choice 
and dedication. South Carolina's master 
bowyer shares his thoughts on the sport 
and its equipment after more than 30 
years of designing, manufacturing, and 
shooting the bow and arrow. 

In 1973, he was hired by the Shakespeare 
O:impany in O:ilumbia as their director of 
operations for the archery division. When 
Shakespeare divested itself of archery 
equipment, Jeffery decided to stay in South 
Carolina and go into business for himself. 
With the help of his wife Erin, and Tom, 
who is company vice president and general 
manager, Jeffery Archery was formed in 
1976. The company's first compound bow, 
the "Regal 40.5," established a reputation 
for high performance and craftsmanship. 
Jeffery Archery has designed and made 
every type bow imaginable, including cus
tom orders from tournament archers with 
specific needs, movie directors demanding 
authentic replicas of early bows, and a 

· three-bow order from the King of Bhutan Jeff, 
Bows and 

on 
nting 
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for use in his country's archery competition 
( the sport is taken so seriously there that 
one of the archers flung himself in front of 
an opponent's arrow to prevent a score). 

While Jeffery is quick to talk about arch
ery, he is hesitant, almost to the point of 

Owen Jeffery and his son Tom share 
a love and knowledge of archery and 
bowhunting. Their combined 
interests and experience has 
produced an enviable record of 
tournament championships and 
hunting successes. 

discomfort, in recounting the number of 
tournament championships he, his son, 
and his wife have won. Together they have 
held a total of fourteen state, five regional, 
and three national titles. He is equally re
luctant to boast of his family's accomplish
ments in bow hunting, which include a 
1960 world class Pope and Young typical 
whitetail of 122 6/8 points taken in Missouri. 

As an archer and bowhunter, Jeffery rec
ognizes that each individual has his or her 
own preferences. He points up the impor
tance of this individuality when fitting out 
a person with archery equipment. 

"Shooting a bow is a personal thing. 
There's a lot of effort required. If a guy 
knows what he wants, we work with him 
toward that end. For example, most hunt
ers shoot a compound bow, but if a person 
has a really strong feeling for the more tra
ditional longbow or recurve design, we'll 
work within those wishes. But if the indi
vidual asks us what he or she needs, we'll 
try to find out what they can comfortably 
handle and advise them of specifics," he 
says. 

Most compound bows on the market of
fer draw weights of fifty up to seventy 
pounds. But the most common error Jeffery 
sees is a beginner selecting a bow which 
requires more effort to draw and hold than 
he or she is comfortable with. Such "over
bowing" usually results in failure to practice 
and, ultimately, discouragement. 

"You really need to draw different weight 
(pull) bows before settling on a specific 
draw weight," Jeffery advises. "Go to a shop 
or club that can help you select a bow that 
fits and a set of arrows matched to the bow 
and your own draw length. 

"When I talk about matched arrows to 
draw length, I'm speaking of the distance at 
full draw from the outside edge or back of 
the bow to the inside of the arrow nock 
(notch). This varies with each archer, de
pending upon arm length, stance, and an
chor point ( the place at which the draw 
hand touches the face)." The bowyer dem
onstrates by pulling an imaginary bow string 
until the index finger of his draw hand 
touches the middle of his mouth. 

"An anchor point can be the thumb, 
first, second, or middle finger against the 
chin, nose, mouth comer, or midpoint
whatever is comfortable," he ·explains. 
"Once you decide on it, use the same point 
each time, or you'll lose consistency, and 
the arrow may go anywhere." 

The dark-haired bowyer advises that ar
rows should be about one to two inches 
longer than an individual's draw length to 
allow for hunting broadheads. Arrows must 
be matched in spine (stiffness) to the bow's 
draw weight. 

"Matching arrow spine to bow draw 
weight is essential because of a phenome
non called 'archer's paradox,' "Jeffery notes. 
"Without becoming too technical, the ini
tial energy in the drawn bow string pushes 
an arrow so that it flexes inward then 
bounces outward around the bow and then 



"Shooting a bow is a 
personal thing. It takes a 
special effort:' 

back inward. You can visualize this as a 
slight S. Too much stiflness and the arrow 
will go left of target. An arrow that is too 
limber will go right." 

In addition to matched bow and arrows, 
Jeffery lists neces.5ary archery equipment as 
an arm guard to keep the bow arm's shirt or 
coat sleeve out of the way, a glove or finger 
tab for the draw hand, a secondary arrow 
rest, a nocking point, and some type of 
quiver to hold extra arrows. 

"Most hunters prefer a bow-type quiver 
such as the 'Kwikee Kwiver,' "Jeffery says. 
"Other items advisable for the hunter may 
include a camouflage bow cover, some good 
broadhead hunting points, string silencers 
such as the'Cat Whisker,' a bow sight, and 
an extra string. 

"The nocking point is the position on 
the bow string at which the arrow will al
ways be held," Jeffery explains. "A tillered 
(balanced) bow normally produces satisfac
tory arrow flight when the nocking point 
allows the bottom of the arrow nock to rest 
one-eighth to one-fourth inch above 90 de
grees, measured from the string to the con
tact point of the arrow on the secondary 
arrow shelf. 

"Although arrows were originally shot 
directly off the shelf of the bow sight win
dow, a flexible secondary arrow rest at
tached about one-half inch above the bow 
shelf allows more accuracy and decreases 
noise. 

"Hunters used to aim and shoot instinc
tively, much like pointing your finger at an 
object. But most are having greater success 
with bow sights consisting of a series of pins 
attached to the bow sight window. Each pin 
is adjusted to allow for arrow drop at a pre
determined range; say 10, 20, 30, and 50 
yards." 

While Jeffery says that almost any bow 
capable of casting an arrow can kill, other 
factors, such as penetration through muscle 
and shoulder or rib bones, necessitate a hefty 
draw weight for big-game hunting. He uses 
a fifty-two-pound bow, while Tom prefers a 
fifty-five-pound one. A forty- to forty-five
pound draw weight is considered by Jeffery 
as the minimum for hunting whitetail deer. 

"You want good arrow penetration and 
flight speed to insure a hard hit and as little 
flight time as possible to prevent a deer from 
'jumping the string,' " Jeffery emphasizes. 
"Deer will often hear the bow as it is re
leased and move before the arrow reaches 
them. A bow with the design and power to 
cast an arrow well should also have string 
silencers to help with this problem. 

"A good recurve will take as much game 
as the compound, but most compounds cast 
an arrow a bit faster, allowing a flatter tra
jectory and more penetration. But the main 
reason most bowhunters prefer the com
pound is the fact that the bow reaches full 
draw weight at about two-thirds draw, then 
lets off until you're holding only about fifty 

"Get yourself fitted properly 
with matched equipment 
-that's the first thing:' 

percent peak draw weight at full draw. This 
gives a definite edge in holding at full draw 
while waiting for that last-minute improve
ment in a shot. 

"The compound's design gives bowhun
ters another plus in that it allows a relatively 

"Practice. Vary your 
targets and ranges. I've 
never seen a deer with a 
pie plate or milk carton 
behind its shoulder:' 

short bow length without sacrificing stabil
ity and freedom from vibration. A short 
bow is easier to stalk with and swing on 
target, because it lessons your chances of 
the bow hitting or becoming tangled in 
brush." 

Jeffery prefers aluminum arrow shafts for 
hunting rather than wood or fiberglass, be
cause of the aluminum's durability, resis
tance to warping, and lighter weight. He 
states that a shaft such as the "Gamegetter" 
is fine for hunting, but harder grade alumi
num arrows, such as the XX75, usually last 
longer. His choice of plastic or feather 
fletching depends on hunting conditions. 

"Plastic fletching doesn't deteriorate and 
works best when shooting under extremely 
wet conditions, but feathered is softer and 
allows more mistakes with less arrow flight 
error," he says. 

Choice of broadhead hunting points is 
again an individual preference. Jeffery em
phasizes that the most important factor is 
that the blades be kept razor sharp for deep 
penetration. 
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"I used to use a two-blade 'Black Dia
mond' head," he notes. "I'd file the blades a 
bit to get a concave cutting edge, which I 
believe does the best cutting job. But now 
I'm using a four-blade 'Satellite' head with 
removable razor inserts. I think the four
blade flies a little better and I like the 'Sat
ellite's' bullet-like core which gives a strong 
impact point." 

When the controversy of bow and arrow 
versus gun for a clean kill is mentioned, 
both Jefferys point up that gun hunters and 
bowmen can conjure up scenario.5 to back 
up their respective positions. 

"What's important in either case is that 
you know your equipment and your accu
racy limits and only take clean shots when 
you're certain of the target," the younger Jef
fery concludes. 

"You have gun hunters and archers who 
don't follow this rule," Owen Jeffery adds. 
"But because of the bowhunter's need to get 
clO'ier to his game ( usually within 3 5 yards), 
I feel that bowhunters are likely to be cer
tain of their targets. If a man practices until 
he can·consistently hit at 70 yards with an 
arrow or at 200 yards with a rifle, he's not 
taking too much of a chance when the 
game presents an open shot." 

Jeffery stresses that bowhunting is a sport 
of consistency and accuracy, and that prac
tice is essential. While tournament archers 
know the p05itions and distances they will 
be shooting from, the bowhunter can be 
certain only of the limits of his shooting 
ability. He must be capable of shooting 
from a variety of p05itions when his game is 
within that maximum range. 

"Set up some targets starting at about 10 
yards and shoot a few arrows each day to get 
your muscles conditioned and learn basic 
shooting techniques." Jeffery advises. "When 
you run into a problem, get qualified help. 
Archery is one of our mo.5t difficult sports 
when it comes to seeing and correcting your 
own mistakes. 

"Beginners should use field points for tar
get practice, but hunters will want to put 
aside some broadheads for practice pur
poses. A 125-grain field point and a 125-
grain broadhead just don't have the same 
flight characteristics. It's the same with 
plastic versus feather fletching, shooting 
with or without a camouflage bow cover, or 
with or without a bow quiver in place. Prac
tice with the exact arrows and equipment 
you'll be hunting with. 
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"One common error beginners make is 
that of always shooting at the same type of 
target. You'll hear someone recommend 
shooting at a pie plate or at milk cartons. 
Placing arrows within an 18-inch grouping 
will usually get you within the vital chest 
cavity of a deer, but I've never seen a deer 
walking around with a milk carton or a pie 
plate behind its shoulder. 

"A fellow aiming at a five-gallon can or 
at a one-quart can will usually come about 
as clo.5e to hitting one as the other. Pick a 
specific spot on your targets, whether it's a 
word on a can or carton or a tuft of hair on 
a deer. Keep your concentration on that 
spot until after the shot is released. 

"After you've gotten the basics down, try 
walking through the woods and plinking at 
a variety of targets, such as stumps, pine 
cones, and tufts of grass. If you plan to hunt 



A modem bow such as this 
adjustable compound begins with 
planks of wood. The mid-portion is 
cut, ground, drilled, and sanded from 
an extremely han:i wood such as 
bubinga. Strips of more flexible 
wood such as ash are thinned to 
exact proportions, overlaid with 
fibe:rglass strips, glued and pressed, 
and ground for taper. After final 
sandings and coatings, adding 
decals and han:iware, the bow is 
assembled and adjusted for a 
specific draw weight. 

from a tree stand, set it up and practice from 
it, remembering to vary your angles and 
distances." 

Jeffery feels that bowhunters must prac
tice twice a month or more during the 
closed season. As the season approaches, 
these sessions should increase to as much 
shooting as the individual can manage. He 
also stresses practice during hunts when not 
actually stalking or standing for game. 

"Tom and I like to get out as much as 
possible during the deer season, but we also 
use the bow for small game. During the 
closed hunting season, we'll go bowfishing 

for carp and gar," he adds with a grin toward 
his son. "It's a good way to practice and get 
in some hunting, and we know plenty of 
people who welcome the fish." 

The experienced bowyer and hunter also 
stresses the importance of learning to rec
ognize and understand game habits and 
signs. He prefers to scout an area well before 
and again just prior to hunting, and tries to 
set up his deer stand a day before hunting 
from it. 

"Get in the stand and see how it will feel 
and where your available shots might ap
proach from," he says. "I also prefer to tie a 
safety rope around myself while in the 
stand. Unbroken falls have crippled and 
killed hunters. 

"Most bowhunters, including myself, 
wear soft camouflage clothing when hunt
ing, but if there are going to be a lot of 
people in the woods, such as during gun 
season on public lands, I would not be 
caught out there without blaze orange. Your 
own safety and that of fellow sportsmen 
comes first. 

"Bowhunters and gun hunters must be 
aware of what we've got and conscious of 
our actions toward each other, the game, 
and the non-hunter. If we're not, we're only 
adding fuel to the anti-hunting fires, and 
fifteen or twenty years from now-Oh, 
God . . . "he shakes his head at the thought 
of laying down his bow. 

Bowhuntihg has been part of man's past 
for over 9,000 years. Introduced as a means 
of taking more game at greater distances, 
the bow and arrow developed into an awe
some weapon of warfare replaced only with 
the invention of gunpowder. Craftsmen 
and sportsmen such as Owen Jeffery brought 
the bow back as a challenging means of 
cleanly taking game. With an expanding 
number of bowhunters in South Carolina 
and throughout the nation, the bow is not 
likely to disappear from a lack of interest or 
ethics. 

For more information on bowhunting in 
the state and contact with bowhunters in 
your local area, contact Larry W. Am
mann, Secretary-Treasurer, S.C. Bowhun
ters Association, 5924 Willard Drive, 
Hanahan, S.C., 29406. 

Formed this past spring, the association 
has representatives in each game zone who 
can provide information on local duh, and 
the state organization. • 
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Flipflops and sandals on the 
coast tread unknowingly past 
fascinating remnants of Ice 
Age South Carolina. Because 
of changes in sea level, this 
coast harbors horse teeth and 
armadillo shells along with 
shark teeth and whale bones, 
all making it an area of 
international significance. 

by Pete Laurie 
photography by Phillip Jones 

ure 

uring the last Ice Age, 
when much of 

the world's water was encased in giant polar 
ice caps, sea level fell dramatically and what 
now is Edisto Beach was left as much as fifty 
miles inland. The habitat then was a gra&5Y 

savannah where horses, camels, llamas, 
and bison grazed with wary eyes on dire 
wolfs and jaguars. In scattered forests huge 
mastodons and mammoths browsed on tree 
leaves alongside giant ground sloths. Mud 
turtles and pond sliders basked on the edges 
of freshwater streams and natural ponds. 

Today, on an early summer morning 
before crowds of people arrive, the beach at 
Edisto State Park is quiet, save for the 
ceaseless pounding surf. A hazy sun glints 
on the wing of a hovering least tern; a mole 
crab scuttles through a raft of polished 
oyster shells. Up in the shallow dunes, a 
willet calls its own name repeatedly. 

A few scattered beachcombers in floppy 
hats and rolled-up trousers walk the 
wavering water line. With eyes fixed on the 
sand, they clutch little buckets of treasure. 
They would be surprised at how very 
different this area looked 100, CXX) years 
ago, although the evidence surrounds 
them. 
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The animals of the last Ice Age, many 
now extinct, left a legacy of fossilized oones, 
teeth, and shells. A morning's stroll down 
Edisto Beach to Jeremy Inlet can produce a 
double handful of turtle shell fragments, 
horse teeth, armadillo shell scraps, and 
other fossil bits and pieces. Occasionally 
lucky collectors discover whole mastodon 
jawoone sections with teeth in place, or 
perhaps a complete sloth femur. 

any remnant or trace 
of plant or animal 

of a past geological age found embedded in 
the earth's crust is considered a fossil. Leaf 
prints or tracks on now petrified surfaces are 
fossils, as are oones and teeth. The term 
fossilization refers to a geological process by 
which the natural minerals occurring in 
buried animal oones are gradually replaced 
by harder minerals from the surrounding 
soil. The result is to turn once fragile oone 
into rock. The fossilized remains oflong
extinct animals provide one of the few 
clues to the changes life on Earth has 
undergone. 

The coastal portion of South Carolina 
contains such an abundance of readily 
accessible fossils that it is considered one of 
the most important fossil areas in the world. 
Fossil beds found to date range from aoout 
20,000 to 75 million years old. Although 
many people associate fossils with 
dinosaurs, fossil beds in South Carolina old 
enough to contain dinosaurs generally are 
marine deposits. As a result, these beds 
contain the remains of ocean animals, 

Albert E. Sanders of the Charleston Museum locates a fragment of mandible 
on a Squalodont skull taken from the Ladson site . When a fossil of this 
size is discovered, Sanders wraps it in a protective plaster cast for shipment 
to the museum where it is cleaned and more extensively examined. 
This particular fossil proved to be that of a previously unrecorded genus 
at least twenty-six million years old and is one of the largest and most 
complete Squalodont skulls ever recorded. 
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not land animals. Unlike the often 
unconsolidated sedimentary rock of the 
coastal plain, the rocks in the upper part of 
South Carolina are igneous and 
metamorphic in orgin and yield few fossils. 

For fossilization to occur, an animal must 
be buried quickly. The oones of an animal 
that dies on an open plain generally will 
decompose before any natural burial could 
occur. But the oones of animals caught in 
mud slides, trapped in: bogs, or buried by 
the shifting sands on a beach have a good 
chance to become fossils. Large limb oones, 
skulls, teeth, and shells stand the test of 
time better than tiny, more-fragile oones. 
Small rodents and birds are seldom found 
fossilized, and soft-bodied animals, such as 
jellyf1Sh or worms, generally are not 
preserved at all. The result is a rather 
incomplete record of the animal 
community present at any given time. 

To make the study of fossils even more 
difficult, seldom is -
a complete 
skeleton 

discovered. Fossil hunters usually pick up a 
single tooth, perhaps a broken rib, or a skull 
fragment. Putting all these pieces together 
and understanding what they mean require 
patience, luck, and imagination. . 

Paleontologists, those who study fossils, 
generally compare fossil oones to the oones 
ofli ving as well as extinct animals. Reptile 
skeletons, for example, all have certain 
similiarities so that a single fossil oone 
might be readily identified as part of an 
ancient reptile. As museums around the 
world develop more extensive fossil 
collections, individual oones become easier 
to identify. 

he ideal situation 
is to find a whole 

skeleton in one place, but a variety of 
factors work against that probability. The 
sediment beds where fossils develop often 
are later eroded by changing river patterns 
or by rising and falling sea levels. As a result 
skeletal parts become scattered. 

In the coastal plain, where sea level 
fluctuated greatly during the Ice Ages, 
fossils from several different ages are 
mingled. An older sediment layer which 
contained marine animals was long ago 
eroded and mixed with a much younger 
layer containing land animals. The result is 
shark teeth mixed with horse teeth, 
although the sharks inhabited the area 
several million years before the horses. 
Wave energy on beaches continuously 

erodes fossils from the local sediments 
and mixes them with fossils from 

previously eroded beds. 

In 1969 two youngsters 
found a series of 

extinct whale vertebrae in a ditch bank 
near Summerville. They reported their find 
to Albert E. Sanders, curator of natural 
history at The Charleston Museum. 
Sanders explored the area carefully and 
found enough fossils to convince him that a 
major excavation of the area would be 
worthwhile. 

Funded by the National Geographic 
Society and the Charleston Scientific and 
Cultural Educational Fund, Sanders 
unearthed the remains of seventeen 
ancient whales during the summers of 
1970-72. The whales rep~nted four 
genera, three of which were previously 
unknown to science. Approximately 26 
million years old, the skulls of these whales 
provide a great deal of new information on 
how whale skulls have evolved. Whales are 
thought to have evolved from land 
animals. The original skull oones were 
"telescoped" so that modem whales breath 
through the top rear of their heads rather 
than from the snout. The skulls from the 
Summerville dig exhibit intermediate 
stages in this telescoping process that 
illustrate how whale skulls changed to allow 
the animals to adapt to an aquatic 
existence. 

Why were so many skeletons of such · 
wide-ranging creatures found in such a 
small area? Studies of the sediments and 
clay minerals that compose the formation 
in which the whales were found show that 
the area was a shoreline, and Sanders 
speculates that the whale oones are the 
remains of animals stranded on this ancient 

The four- to six-inch teeth of Carcharodon 
megalodon, a great prehistoric shark 
related to present• day great white sharks, 
indicate this beast's huge size and 

awesome power. 
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eistocene 
000 years ago) 

Remains of the large 
elephant-like mastodon 
have been found in an 
as-yet-unnamed 
fonnation type at Edisto 
Beach. Mastodons differ 
from the related 
mammoths and existing 
elephants chieDy in the 
fonn of the molar teeth. 

beach just as whales are tcxlay on the 
modem coastal shore. 

A limb bone of a giant crocodile, 
estimated to have been thirty feet in length, 
four kinds of marine turtles, and a number 
of birds were among the other fossils found 
during the Summerville dig. Numerous 
clam casts, fish vertebrae, and shark teeth 
also were found. 

Teeth are common fossils because the 
enamel coating protects them from decay 
while fossilization takes place. In the 
Carolina area, shark teeth of all sizes are 
particularly common. Most sharks have a 
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Pliocene 
(5,000,000 years ago) 

Amusium mortoni, a 
large thin-shelled 
scallop with a smooth 
exterior, has been found 
in the Goose Creek 
fonnations of 
Charleston, Dorchester, 
and Berkeley counties. 
This prehistoric scallop 
is related to present-day 
tropical paper scallops. 

great many teeth that periodically fall out 
and are replaced, and sharks have been 
abundant ocean residents for millions of 
years. Since sharks have cartilaginous 
skeletons which seldom fossilize, nothing 
but the teeth remain. 

The whales and other vertebrate remains 
found at the dig were instrumental in 
determining the age of the fossils. By 
comparing them with those remains found 
at other localities around the world, 
Sanders was able to determine the age at 
about 26 million years. In light of the vast 
amount of material unearthed and the 

Miocene 
(24,500,000 years ago) 

Fossils of the great 
shark, a huge shark 
closely related to today's 
great white shark, have 
appeared in reworked 
beds (fonnations 
disturbed by the ocean 
and redeposited with 
more recent materials) 
in the Goose Creek 
fonnations of Charleston 
and Dorchester counties. 

acquired knowledge of whale evolution, 
Sanders calls the area "one of the most 
important fossil cetacean (whale) localities 
in the world." 

Rivers often are good places to find fossils 
as the currents continually cut through 
sediment beds and expose new material. 
Divers regularly explore coastal river beds 
for fossils, although a hobby diver's license 
is required for this activity and important 
material should be turned over to a 
museum. The generally poor visibility in 
local rivers makes the finding offossils quite 
difficult. 

Oligocene 
(3~,500,000 years ago) 

The Cooper Marl and 
Chandler Bridge 
fonnations of 
Charleston and 
Dorchester counties 
hold the remains of 
an extinct group of 
whales known as 
Squalodont. These 
primitive whales 
probably gave rise to 
modem toothed whales, 
dolphins, and porpoises. 

he state of South 
Carolina legally owns 

all material more than fifty years old that is 
found on the bottom of navigable streams. 
Although the law was initially written to 
protect the state's interest in man-made 
artifacts, it applies to fossils too. Divers who 
collect fossils are requtred to report their 
finds to the University of South Carolina's 
Institute of Archaeology, which passes the 
information on to the South Carolina 
Museum Olmmission. The Olmmission 
has the legal right to confiscate fossil 

Eocene 
(53,500,000 years ago) 

Scientists have only 
conjectured at the 
appearance of 
Archaeocete, 
another primitive 
line of extinct whales 
whose remains have 
been located in the 
Cooper Marl, Santee 
Limestone, and • 
Chandler Bridge 
fonnations. 

Paleocene 
(65,000,000 years ago) 

Turritella mortoni, an 
elongated, narrow, 
strongly curved marine 
gastropod related to 
modem turret shells, has 
been found in a Black 
Mingo fonnation near 
Wilson's Landing on the 
Santee River in Berkeley 
County. 

Technical assistance provided by Albert E. Sanders. 

materials from individuals, but according to 
Rudy Mancke, the Olmmission's curator of 
natural history, the Olmmission has never 
done that and has no plans to do so. 

"If people want to give us fossils, that's 
fine," said Mancke. "Otherwise we just like 
to know what people are finding." Mancke 
added that he sometimes photographs 
reported fossils for his records but puts no 
pressure on individuals to give up their 
prizes. 

Ditch and canal excavation sites, which 
become exposed when the topsoil is 
removed from the sediment layers below, 

are prime fossil grounds. Olmplete skulls, 
chains of vertebra~, or several large limb 
bones found together should be left for 
experts to excavate. Valuable material can 
be damaged or lost when improperly 
removed or handled. 

And while a collection of fossils on the 
mantlepiece make for good conversation, 
scientific progress is stunted by the hording 
of specimens that could be made available 
for study by specialists tcxlay and many years 
into the future. Such specimens serve as 
permanent records of extinct animals that 
once inhabited South Carolina.-. 
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"Why, his rack must have been three feet wide . . . That eight-pointer 
could have fit inside it . . . Looked like a granddaddy compared to others 
I've seen . . ." Such statements reflect the dreams of every deer hunter
to take that special, one--in--a--thousand trophy buck. Proper deer 
management can go a long way toward making those dreams reality. 

by Bob Campbell 
photography byTed Borg 

,._.,_e wind shifts gear and 
• ~ms north to east. Deep 

among the red oaks, a twelve-point buck halts his bout 
1 with a sapling and turns his head to meet the breeze. 

Fifty yards away, Tom Byrd also notes the change as 
he scouts the forest for traces of the buck he knows is 
nearby. All is quiet save an occasional rustle among 
musky fall leaves. Byrd moves closer to the deer, which 
now paws the earth restles.5ly and then steps acros.5 a 
muddy branch. 

Moments later Byrd stands at the same spot, noting 
the rubbed sapling and the cleared spot among the 
leaves. He searches the brush for any sign of the buck 
and follows the hoof marks along the bank. Maybe not 
tooay, maybe by tomorrow, he will bring down that 
buck. 

Byrd is a trophy hunter. He will scout this deer off 
and on for weeks. He knows its scrape sites and has 
picked up on its daily range. He has figured its age at its 
prime-around five or six years. He has chosen this 
majestic white-tail as his challenge for this season. 

Trophy hunters like Byrd pursue the best of the spe
cies and carry out their pursuit on the deer's terms. 
Byrd, an accountant in Columbia, spends more time 
in the woods, searching for signs, waiting, and scouting 
the elusive buck, than most deer hunters spend watch
ing the NFL. As a trophy hunter, he strives to take a 
classic example of the species he respects and admires, 





Habitat management 
and hunt strategy 
( taking a proper number 
of does and spike bucks) 
are the keys in producing 
trophy bucks. 
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Evidence indicates that proper nutrition must 
begin before the buck is born. If his mother has 
difficulty in findingf ood, the unborn buck will 
never reach his maximum potential. 

but also preys upon. The trophy hunter asserts his right 
in the order of living things. And he hunts deer from 
the land according to careful plans. As a reward for his 
deliberate approach to hunting, impressive racks 
stretch the length of Byrd's den wall. Two made the 
state record list and, as of March 1981, one ranks fifth 
on the state list with 159 points in the "typical" 
category. 

Many a South Carolina deer hunter would covet 
Byrd's wall of trophies. But how many would take the 
time to hunt selectively as he does? And perhaps more 
significantly, how many hunters as a group approach 
their hunting range with a similar management strat
egy, one geared toward that large trophy rack? 

On his Williamsburg O:>unty farm, Byrd imple
ments strict recommendations concerning habitat ma
nipulation and harvest regulation. Very few hunters 
manage their hunt property for optimum numbers of 
quality deer. As a general rule, hunt clubs shoot for a 
buck, any size buck, and take an inadequate quota of 
antlerless deer. Some clubs hunt as often as seven days 
a week and sometimes up to 85 percent of the bucks 
killed are yearlings. 

"In a situation like this, there's no way you will find 
many trophy bucks," says Gerald Moore, state deer re
search biologist. "These clubs are killing their bucks 
too quickly for maximum body size and antler devel-
opment to occur." · 

Many hunting groups figure that if they leave does 
alone they will mate with the polygamous males and 
the herd will increase. Some feel guilty about killing 
the "weaker" sex; others don't want does because they 
lack antlers. 

An area has only a certain "carrying capacity," the 
maximum number of deer that can live there under 
healthy conditions. When this capacity is exceeded, 
the deer overbrowse and finally deplete the supply of 
necessary foods. They begin to eat anything, which 
hurts the chances for survival of other animals as well 
as their own. They create a "browse line," eating every
thing within reach. 

Through reproduction, most deer herds experience 
30 to 35 percent growth each year. Heavy hunting 
pressure for bucks only will eliminate just 10 to 15 per
cent of the herd. Letting the herd multiply in such a 
"hands-off' "bucks-only" style can mean letting them 
starve, die of parasitism or disease, or reproduce fewer 
young, which in tum live shorter lives. The surviving 
deer also exhibit lower body weight and poor antler 
development. Once a herd reaches its carrying capac
ity, either-sex hunting is the answer. · 

Byrd's trophy deer have come from an area where 
there has been a selective harvest. For each deer har
vested, careful biological records are kept. 

"The biologist would tell me how many deer to kill 
and I'd kill that many and quit," he says. 

A ideal male-female ratio 
for trophy deer prcx:luc

tion approaches one-to-one. Lands under the control · 
of most hunt clubs have a much higher female popu
lation, sometimes as high as eight to one. Attaining a 
balanced sex ratio within a population usually requires 

· an initial heavy harvest of antlerless deer. Once a fa. 
vorable ratio is achieved, it can be sustained only 
through a selective harvest program that removes ad
equate and approximately equal numbers of either sex. 

John Wootters in his book Hunting Trophy Deer dis
cusses the harvest of does according to professional rec
ommendations: "At least 50 percent of the does on any 
range stand there in lieu of an antlered buck. Harvest
ing of females, under scientific regulations, does not 
reduce the total number of deer on a range; it increases 
the number of bucks." 

Since the trophy hunter, through selective hunting, 
takes only the best of the lot when it has reached its 
peak, the younger bucks are allowed to mature to their 
full potential. Meanwhile the genetic trophy potential 
is bred into the herd, gradually uplifting the overall 
quality of the local population. 
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Most hunters shoot for any size 
buck and take an inadequate 

number of does. Clubs seeking 
trophy hunting should aim for a 

one--to--one male--f emale ratio and 
keep accurate harvest records. 

A trophy buck will usually be in its fifth or sixth year 
before its rack reaches full size and configuration. Dur
ing that time the buck will have produced a number of 
offspring carrying his genetic traits, approximately half 
of which will be bucks. 

For trophy deer management, Moore says bucks 
should be protected totally during their middle age 
years. This is to assure that the genetically superior 
individuals are available for breeding purposes. Pro
tecting the middle-aged bucks also allows maximum 
numbers of these deer to reach an older age. 

••J f nutrition and habitat 
are good, most male deer 

possess branched antlers as yearlings,• Moore says, 
"therefore, yearling spike bucks must be considered ge
netically inferior. Except where bucks have been seri
ously overharvested and adult sex ratios are abnormally 
distorted, spike antlered bucks should not be allowed 
to breed but should be removed from the population.• 

Thus, hunt strategy is critical to trophy manage
ment, and must include protection of middle-aged 
bucks, attainment of a proper sex ratio through ade
quate antlerless deer harvests, and removal of geneti
cally inferior spike bucks from the herd. A rational 
hunt schedule is important to reduce hunting pressure 
on the bucks. But habitat management is at least as 
important as hunt strategy. 

Deer thrive in areas with a mixture of mature timber, 
cutover forestlands, clearings, and fields. Adequate 
nutrition is of primary importance to the formation of 
trophy deer racks. A malnourished herd can be caused 
by a deficient "soil-vegetation-habitat" complex, 
caused by overpopulation. 

Habitat must be managed to provide adequate cover 
and to maintain or improve available food supplies, 

Moore says. Sound range management should be ac
complished through a planned program of forest man
agement, prescribed burning in pine timber stands, 
and wildlife plantings, the biologist adds. Habitat man
agement for small game populations, such as quail, is 
generally considered to be good management for 
white-tailed deer. 

Proper nutrition for the potential trophy animal 
must begin even before it is born. Wootters wrote in 
the July 1979 issue of Peterson's Hunting Magazine: "Evi
dence is beginning to accumulate that indicates the 
most important period in a buck's life, relative to his 
eventual antler quality, spans the months his mother 
carries him before birth and those until he is weaned." 

If forage is lush during this period, the buck fawn 
will probably develop to his maximum potential; if his 
dam is hard-pressed to survive a late winter or dry 
spring, he will never reach that potential, no matter 

how long he lives or how good the years may be.• 
In general, hunt clubs and land managers are doing 

a better job in managing deer herds than they were ten 
to fifteen years ago, but most could improve their deer 
management significantly. Many do not keep ade
quate biological records. Without records it's really dif
ficult to make accurate harvest recommendations, 
Moore notes. Detailed and accurate information 
should be collected on each animal killed each year. 
Appropriate biological data should include age (deter
mined from teeth of the extracted jaw), actual weight 
of each animal taken, antler development from bucks, 
and lactation (milk production) from does. 

Biologists like Gerald Moore will provide technical 
assistance to hunters trying to determine population 
levels and the carrying capacity of their land. Tom Byrd 
gives the wildlife department and especially biologist 
Mark Bara credit for his success as a trophy manager. 

Of course, not all land is suited for trophy manage
ment. Small tracts of land may not be suitable unless 
adjoining landowners have similar objectives, Moore 
says. In handling the state's game management area 
lands, the wildlife department places first priority on 
safeguarding the health of the deer population and, 
second, on providing maximum public hunting and 
other recreational opportunities. These priorities do 
not allow for significant emphasis on production of 
trophy bucks. Potential for trophy deer production is 
greatest when land is geographically isolated, a deer
proof fence is constructed, or large acreage, 20,CXX) 
acres or more, is involved. 

Hunters who envy the trophy racks of men like Tom 
Byrd should consider a different management strategy. 
For those willing to collect biological data, consult 
state biologists, hunt selectively, and improve habitat, 
the future should hold plenty of big bucks . ., 
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ost 
subscribers' 
initial 

reactions to South 
Carolina Wildlife center 
on its photography. 
Through the past ten 
years your admiration for 
our photographers' 
efforts has been shown 
through hundreds of 
letters, numerous 
requests for prints of 
particular photographs, 
and full attendance at 
Wildlife's annual 
photography workshops. 

With this issue, Ted 
Borg, Jim Goller, and 
Phillip Jones have 
logged a combined total 
of twenty years and 
almost 350,000 miles in 
their search for "just the 
right pictures" to 
illustrate our state's 
outdoors. Through the 
taking of countless 
photographs, they have 
experienced, perhaps in 
greater detail, a little 
more of South Carolina 
than most of us are 
allowed. 

For this assignment, 
we asked them to look 
back and pick a few of 
their personal 
favorites-rarely 
printed photographs 
which represent the 
great variety and beauty 
available in our natural 
resources. We think 
their choices and 

Portraits 
from ~~rolina 

accompanying 
comments illustrate 
each photographer's 
style and way oflooking 
at nature while 
capturing bits of 
Carolina that most of us 
have passed, yet seldom 
stopped to see. 

-JOHN DAVIS 

TED BORG ; JIM GOLLER, upper inset; PHILLIP )ONES , lower inset 





I enjoy outdoor 
photography and the 
natural outdoors so much 
that I tend to look at most 
things in nature with a 
critical as well as 
appreciative eye-can a 
good photograph be made 
of them? Is the subject 
interesting? Does the 
lighting convey a feeling? 
Can a pleasing 
composition be created? 

The times I enjoy most 
in photography occur 
when I can get out for the 
magazine oron my own 
without a tight deadline, 
and experience nature, 
composing natural 
scenics, especially 
wildflowers, mushrooms, 
and small critters. It's hard 
to think of photography as 
workthen. 

When I'm working 
with such small subjects, 
for ~xample a tree frog, I 
like to get on their level, 
even if it means lying 
down in wet moss, camera 
on a mini,pod and elbows 
braced on the spongy 
ground. 

-TEDBORG 





A photograph in itself is 
not a true reflection of 
reality, but merely an 
interpretation of a scene 
by the photographer. 

Asanature 
photographer, I avail 
myself of an endless 
variety of subjects for the 
camera in an effort to 
capture some of the 
beauty, mystery, and 
grandeur that is South 
Carolina. I often search 
for the simple and 
sublime, trying to evoke a 
response from the viewer's 
senses by transforming the 
ordinary into the 
spectacular. 

The powerful beauty of 
a thunderstorm at sea; the 
awesome results of a 
winter's severity; a sleepy 
mountain cabin nestled 
among dew~covered 
weeds; the fascinating 
world of miniature . . . all 
are sensual records of what 
I was able to see, hear, 
smell, taste, and touch 
while traveling our 
state-they represent the 
joy of experiencing 
nature. 
-JIM GOLLER 



Photographing South 
Carolina over the past 
eight years for the Wildlife 
and Marine Resources 
Department and the 
Anny National Guard has 
been a rewarding 
experience. Assignments 
for both have given me a 
chance to see the real 
beauty and variety the 
Palmetto State affords. 

Patience is one of the 
first things you learn in 
outdoorphotography. It 
took several years to 
capture the sunrise 
shrimper and even longer 
to catch the dolphins. I've 
learned a few other things 
too; for instance, a simple 
campfire can't be 
photographed in the 
pitch,black dark to appear 
to be in the pitch,black 
dark, and shooting an icy 
waterfall is a lot less 
difficult if you've got a 
thermos of something 
warm to sip on in your 
camera bag.• 
-PHILLIP JONES 







ON A SPRING TIDE 
Call them rails, marsh hens, or simply hens. 
They are ungainly birds striding awkwardly 
through the marsh, running like coots upon its 
waters, or hiding within the waving spartina 
amid cackling laughter. But add a full tide and the 
first biting crosswinds of fall and the shoot .. 

ing becomes fast and frantic. 

The weather forecast called for low temperatures, 
strong winds, and unusually high tides. Pet.feet 
weather. Pet.feet for crackling fires, hot mugs of coffee, 
underwear that buttons in the back, and marsh hen 
hunting. 

The bird that draws man from his warm home to 
face a cold and windy fall morning is 
the clapper rail (Rallus /angrrostris 
Waynei). This high- society 
nomenclature easily gives 
way to its common coas
tal nam~marsh hen." 

The marsh hen 
is a southern mem
ber of the family 
Rallidae consisting 
of some 130 species 
of rails, coots, andgal
linules. Many members 
of this family migrate.along 
the Atlantic Flyway, some 
stopping to rest and enjoy the 
more than 280 miles of South Carolina 
coastline. Because of their migration and the need for 
uniform protection, hunting regulations governing 
these birds are established jointly by state and federal 
agencies. 

Common winter visitors to South Carolina are the 
Virginia and sora rails; the clapper and king rails live 

here year-round. There are ten clapper sub-species in 
North America, but the most abundant permanent 
resident of our salt marshes is Wayne's clapper rail, 
named for South Carolina's most eminent 
ornithologist, Arthur T. Wayne. 

Its body is long, from twelve to sixteen inches, and 
thin. Its grayish-brown upper body and 

breast distinguish the clapper from 
the more rusty brown and 

streaked king and Virginia 
rails. Like these two 

other rails, the clapper 
has white patches 
under its head and tail, 
and gray-barred 
flanks. It has a small 
head with a needle

like beak, long legs, 
and toed feet. The shape 

of the rail, or marsh hen, 
is said to have given us the 

expression "thin as a rail." 
While its body will never be used as 

a symbol of power, it serves the owner well. The long 
narrow body silently wedges through grass and reeds as 
it walks through the marsh. The hen's light weight 
and toed feet allow it to walk on patches of floating 
reeds without causing so much as a ripple. Its coloring 
blends with the mud and reeds as a l~d on grass. 

by William C. Crowley Jr. 37 
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The marsh hen is not the most popular of gamebirds, 
and those of us who have hunted it can 
understand why. Hunting this bird requires strength, 
endurance, and good eyesight-the strength to row a 
boat across the marsh and back and then again, the 
endurance to withstand thirty-mile-an-hour winds on 
thirty-degree mornings, and eyes that can make 
something out of nothing. 

Given a choice, the marsh hen would rather walk 
than fly. Its legs are long while its wings are short. It 
flies only to move from one side of the river to the 
other in search of small crabs, fish, insects, and plants. 
The marsh hen's flight is slow and low above the 
marsh, a shooter's delight. 

Game laws recognize the marsh hen's predicament 
and protect the bird by prohibiting the use of a motor 
while hunting it. A motor can be used only to retrieve 
a crippled bird. Without this restriction, one could 
easily motor through the water-covered marsh, 
forcing the bird to flight and its slaughter. 

The requirement that the boat be poled, paddled, 
or rowed eliminates all but the hardy and spirited 
hunter. Pushing a water-logged rowboat across the 
marsh to hunt this bird requires a strong back and, 
some would add, a weak mind. 

The hunting season for marsh hens opens in 
September and ends in early November, with a daily 
bag limit of fifteen birds. Hunting is best when a strong 
wind causes an exceptionally high tide. Successful 
marsh hen hunters always stay abreast of the 
weather forecast. Strong wind forces the 
incoming tidal water higher than 
normal, flooding the creeks 
and rivers and covering 
a great deal of the marsh
land. It also holds the 
tide at its peak long
er than usual before 
Earth's rotation re
turns the water to the 
sea. High water serves 
the hunter in two ways. 
The boat can be rowed 
across the water-covered 
marsh and the hen has fewer 
clumps of grass in which to hide. 

This latter point has added the moody 
sea to the list of natural rail enemies-along with the 
mink, the raccoon, and the hawk. Because marsh hen 
nests are usually built only inches above high tide, 
storms can easily sweep the nest and eggs away. But, 
the clapper rail proves a tenacious survivor. 
It will rebuild and lay its nest two and three times. 

The wind also tests the hunter's endurance as it 
push~ the boat left while he paddles right to cut a zig
zagged course across the marsh. The urge to return 
to his warm home runs high with the cold wind blowing 
on a charcoal gray morning. If sympathy and 
understanding for this kind of endurance is to be 
found, it would probably come from those crazed 
hunters who seek mallards at the crack of an icy dawn. 

The marsh hen adds its special habits to test the 
hunter's mind and eye. One must first find the elusive 
bird before it can be shot. Hunting here is totally 
unlike shooting a double of quail over the rigid rear 
end of a liver-spotted hound. Spotting the hen in its 
own backyard can be akin to spotting a piece oflint on a 
cotton ball. Its camouflaged body and its ability to 
see before being seen make the hunt the challenge
rather than the shot. 

If the clapper rail senses the hunter's approach, it 
will lower its head, stretch out its neck, and scurry 
through the marsh grass. Or it will crouch its body on a 
clump of marsh reeds, blending perfectly, and watch 
the hunter struggling by with oars slapping the water 
like a kid in a swimming pool. The hen has another 
trick. In the absence of cover, it will dive underwater, 
grasp a blade of grass in its beak, and stay submerged 
until the boat passes. 

The pleasures derived from hunting the marsh hen 
are in many ways unique. The sights, sounds, and 
smells of the marsh, that mysterious portion of earth that 

is neither land nor water, are stimulating in 
themselves. There is also the satisfaction 

of having hunted and found the 
elusive rail on its own "ground." 

Unlike the bullhorn 
signalling the deer drive 
to an end, the marsh 
hen hunt is over when 
either the bag limit 
is filled or the water 
leaves the marsh, 

whichever comes 
first. With the motor 

humming once again, the 
hunter's thoughts tum to the 

recliner chair, a crackling fire, 
and fifteen marsh hens stewing 

in brown gravy with onions and potatoes. 
These thoughts are usually interrupted, however. 

As the tide recedes and the green blades of grass begin 
to reappear, inevitably a single marsh hen will begin to 
cackle its haunting laugh--cac, cac, cac, cac, ca, 
caha, caha-joined shortly to left and right as a 
stubborn choral challenge. _.., 

William C. Crowley Jr. of Columbia is senior vice-presiaem 
over lxmk ~alions at First National Bank of South Carolina. 
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WinAPrize 
For Showing Respect! 
Need a new fishing rod and reel, 

some outdoor equipment, backpacking 
supplies, or a South Carolina Wildlife 
T-shirt? Win one of these prizes by en
tering the 1982 "Field Trip" Respect 
Contest. 

On these two pages, you see the re
sults of the 1981 contest. In the March
April 1981 issue of South CaroUna Wild
life, "Field Trip" announced a poster 
contest to help the Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department encourage the 
wise use and management of South 
Carolina's natural resources. By the 
May 20 deadline, "Field Trip" had re
ceived posters from ten schools and sev
eral scout troops in South Carolina. 
The posters were divided into cate
gories based upon the grade of the artist: 
four-five, six, seven, and eight. There 
were no ninth grade entries. The judges 
then picked the best winner in each cat
egory and, from those entries, a grand 
prize winner. 

To enter the 1982 contest, draw or 
paint a poster that illustrates respect for 
one or more of the following subjects: 
nature, outdoor laws, fellow sports
men, wildlife, or the landowner. For a 
better understanding of the RESPECT 

campaign, read "Field Trip" in the May
June 1981 issue of South CaroUna 
WJdUfe. 

To make your poster, you may use 
magic markers, colored pencils, crayons, 
or paint on plain white paper. Please do 
not use writing pencils or chalk. Use 
only one side of the paper. The paper 
may be no larger than 18 inches wide 
and 24 inches long or no smaller than 
11 inches wide and 18 inches long. Be 
sure to print your name, age, grade, 
complete address, and telephone num
ber neatly on the back of the poster. 

All entries become the property of 
South CaroUna Wildlife. Should there 
not be enough posters entered in .1!1Y 
one category, some categories may be 
combined. Only winning posters will 
be acknowledged and none returned. 

Entries will be placed in one of the 
following categories: grades 3-4, 5-6, 
and 7-9. One winner will be selected 
from each category and announced in 
the September-October 1982 issue of 
South Carolina Wildlife magazine. En
tries must be received no later than May 
1, 1982. 

Mail posters to "Field Trip," P. 0. 
Box 167, Columbia, S.C., 29202 .. -, 

A. 8th Grade and Grand Prize Wanner: 
CarmenJacob; 
Age: 12 Grade: 8 
Newbeny Academy 
Newbeny, S.C. 29108 

B. 7th Grade Wanner: 
John Steele 
Age: 12 Grade: 7 
BeckJuniorHigh 
Georgerown, S.C. 29440 

C. 6th Grade Wanner: 
Brett Hammes 
Age: 11 Grade: 6 
East Cooper School 
Mt. Plea.wit, S.C. 29464 

D. 4th and 5th Grade Wanner: 
Stewart McCutchen 
Age: 11 Grade: 5 
Jesse Boyd School 
Spartanburg, S.C. 29302 

• 
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photography by Ted Borg 

More and more South Carolina sportsmen are discovering that a 

modest investment in organizational effort and management 

planning provides excellent dove shooting and outdoor fellowship. 

e 
e 

Recipe for Tradition 
all them speedsters, rockets, 
gray bats out of hell; no single 
expression completely 
describes a flight of 
mourning doves zig-zagging 

_____ across an open grain field. 
The same is true of a traditional Southern 
dove hunt. 

Cars and trucks begin rolling up in ones 
and twos an hour or more before the shoot. 
The meeting place might be a rural home, a 
field edge, a roadside store, or filling station. 
By the appointed hour, there's a pretty fair 

· crowd assembled. Some talk quietly with 
close friends. Others mill about, swapping 
lies and renewing casual friendships 
dormant since last fall. 

A gray-haired veteran in faded 
camouflage net jacket shares a story with a 
young dandy and his girlfriend in matching 
Western hats. A boy with his first shotgun 
cased and cradled across his lap strokes the 
head of a napping dog while the boy's father 
talks to friends from the car beside them. 
Whooping laughter momentarily attracts 
everyone's attention as a cluster of men 
good-naturedly razz one of their group. 

Each of the above has come to test his or 
her shooting skills against the agility and 
speed of America's number one game 
bird-the mourning dove. But each has 
also come for the social occasion, the 
informal camaraderie that can Only be had 
in the outdoors where each member of the 
gathering is an equal participant. 

llive shooting Southern style traces its 
beginnings to the Lowcountry love for 
outdoor get-togethers with an abundance of 
friends and family. Although doves 
provided only limited shooting and 
tablefare for our colonial ancestors, the 
dove population began to expand as forests 
gave way to fields. The mourning dove is 
now present in all forty-eight contiguous 
states, though many Northern states 
protect it as a song bird throughout the year. 

Whether the mourning dove is fully 
protected or considered a game bird, 
mortality is high. "Recently studies have 
proven that hunting mortality accounts for 
only ten to fifteen percent of the seventy 
percent total annual mortality occurring in 
the dove population," state game biologist 
Bill Mahan says. "Starvation, disease, and 
predation account for the remainder of this 
loss. Thus, many doves not removed from 
the fall population by hunting die of natural 
causes before next spring." 

While southern dove populations do not 
seem as migratory as their northern 
counterparts, the mourning dove is a 
migratory species and, as such, is placed 
under a framework by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. States allowing hunting 
for doves may choose a continuous season 
or a split season. South Carolina's usual 
choice of a split season is believed to 
provide a greater harvest of birds and create 
equal hunting opportunities in both the 
northern and southern portions of the state. 
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"All areas of South Carolina can be 
managed to attract sufficient numbers of 
doves for hunting," Mahan says. "A 
majority of our mourning dove's diet 
consists of weed seeds and waste grains, 
including barley, oats, wheat, com, millets, 
grain sorghum, Johnson grass, bullgrass, 

Casey, a hard-working Irish setter, and his foxtail grass, and crabgrass. Legumes, such 
owner, Garland Crump Jr. of Holly Hill, as soybeans, cowpeas, and peanuts may also 

prove that a good retrieving dog can be taken, but are not as preferred as grass 
significantly up the percentage of downed seeds. Other native foods are Carolina 

doves found and add companionship crainsbill, dove weed ( wooley or tropic 
tothehunt. croton), momingglory, pokeweed, 

ragweed, and sweetgum seed." 

In 1973, federalregulationsconceming 
the baiting of doves were liberalized. It is 
legal to concentrate doves in any manner 
that can be considered a bona fide 
agricultural or wildlife management 
practice. This includes methods such as 
rotary mowing standing com, wheat, 
millet, and milo, or planting wheat or other 
small grain in a bona fide agricultural 
operation or procedure. 

Harvested fields of com, soybean, 
peanut, or wheat will provide excellent 
dove shooting for a time, but concentrating 
huntable numbers of mourning doves 



throughout the season require more 
intensive and costly management. As the 
number of hunters have grown, state and 
federal agencies have attempted to provide 
quality public fields for those without the 
land or equipment to manage their own 
dove habitat. But these fields can only 
partially answer the demand for hunting. 
Many hunters have begun to form dove 
clubs to help defray the cost of planting and 
managing their own top quality fields and 
insure the genuine fellowship of traditional 
Southern dove shooting. 

Organizing 
Your Own Club . . 

portsmen interested in forming 
their own dove club should 
initially contact two or three 
others with similar strong 
interests and the ability to put 

____ some time and effort into 
organizing a club. With this nucleus, an 
estimate of potential membership interest 
can be put together indicating the most 
convenient general location in which to 
look for fields. If a farmer with suitable lands 
participates at this stage, much of the effort 
iscomplete. Ifnot, theduborganizersmust 
scout for a club site. 

Ideally, two fields of five acres or more 
each, somewhat isolated from each other, 
should be considered. This will allow 
maximum hunting on a rotational basis 
without placing too much pressure on 
either field. 

If scouting is begun during the fall dove 
season, fields already being utilized for dove 
hunting can be readily spotted and 
eliminated. A polite check with the hosts of 
these shoots can often lead to information 
about landowners with potential sites. 

Once a landowner with a suitable field 
has been located, the dub must reach a 
rental agreement. Rent is often based upon 
the farmer's estimated dollar amount of 
crops not marketed as a result of dove 
management. 

In addition to rent or lease fees, the club 
usually agrees to pay for fertilizer and seed, 
while the farmer provides labor and 
equipment. Individual agreements usually 

depend upon what type of crop the farmer 
normally produces from the land. When a 
cooperative agreement allows both dove 
management and crop marketing, the 
rental price can be lowered while actually 
benefiting the farmer financially. Planting 
strips of dove foods such as sunflower, 
millet, or dove proso between agricultural 
crops, such as com or soybean, can provide 
excellent shooting throughout the dove 
season, while taking little land out of farm 
production. 

Acreage and lay of the land must be 
observed to decide how many hunters can 
safely shoot and how much land need be 
included in the dub lease. On flat terrain, a 
spacing oflOO yards between hunters is 
ideal as it minimizes the chance of accidents 
and prevents adjacent shooters from 
inadvertently shooting at the same birds. In 
rolling terrain and along dense timber 
stands or windrows, hunters may be safely 
positioned at lesser distances. But, as a 
general rule, about one acre per hunter is 
desirable. Allowances should also be made 
for members who may want to bring guests. 
Rarely will all members be present on each 
shoot, so a field of thirty to thirty-five acres 
should be adequate for a dub with thirty 
members and guests, especially if a shoot fee 
is charged per guest. Many clubs also 
require that any member bringing more 
than two guests to a shoot check first with 
the club president or hunt manager. 

When an ideal number of members has 
been agreed upon, the organizing group 
should send each prospective member a 
letter detailing the field's location, the 
membership costs, projected management 
plans and shooting dates, special lease 
agreements with the farmer, and proposed 
club rules concerning guests and conduct. 

If this is done in early spring, the dub 
should have sufficient time to collect 
membership dues so that the farmer can 
begin management practices with his 
normal spring planting. 

Total cost for renting and managing the 
field should be divided equally among the 
club members, excluding the landowner 
and his family. A dub secretary-treasurer 
can be elected to shoulder the task of 
collecting and distributing fees for 
management and planting. This individual 
should also be responsible for distributing 
progress reports, guidelines, shooting date 
announcements, and hours. 

If funds permit, the club may want to 
provide soft drinks, sandwiches, and snacks 
for each shoot, purchase shells in quantity 
for members, and put on an end-of-season 
banquet for members and their spouses. 

Clubs already operating under similar 
guidelines have experienced excellent 
once-a-week shooting with a limit of birds 
available for each hunter present. But game 
biologists caution against the idea of 
"saving" doves. 

"Doves are highly mobile," Mahan 
cautions. "During the early season there is 
not likely to be any dramatic day-to-day 
change in the number of birds present on a 
field. But in the later seasons, a field that 
has plenty of doves one day may be almost 
empty two days later. For this reason, the 
best clubs must be flexible in setting 
shooting dates. Wednesday's doves may be 
ten or more miles away by Saturday." 

Each dub should have someone, such as 
the landowner, who periodically checks the 
field once or twice a week during the early 
season and every day during the late 
seasons. With up-to-date field information 
and proper management, those choosing to 
work within their own club can be assured 
of a plentiful supply of doves and fellowship, 
the two essential ingredients for traditional 
Southern dove hunting. 

-JohnDavis 

Field 
Management 

hose wishing to attract the 
mourning dove to their 
fields for hunting find that 
this gregarious, highly 
mobile species responds 

_____ well to plantings of its 
preferred foods. In most cases, dove 
management can result from or be 
combined with normal farming practices 
for small grain. 

"Hogged-off' com and peanut fields, or 
harvested wheat, soybeans, and com fields 
can produce high concentrations of doves. 
But management practices which attract 
September season doves may not be 
effective or practical in December and 
January, and vice versa. 
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Brown-top Millet 
rown,top millet is a highly preferred 
food used widely across the state. 
Brown,top millet matures in approx, 
imately sixty days; therefore, it should 
be planted by the first ofJune to assure 

· maturity by the early dove season. In 
most cases, brown,top fields are most successful dur, 
ing the early season. 

Brown,top should be planted at twenty to thirty 
pounds per acre either in three,foot rows or broad, 
cast. Four hundred to six hundred pounds of 6, 12, 
12 fertilizer per acre is also necessary. By planting 
brown,top millet in rows, cultivation is possible and 
rows can be kept weed,free. This provides a clean 
field, which is very attractive to doves. Then 
brown,top can be bush,hogged in sections as nee, 
essary to concentrate doves. Broadcast strips also 
work well, but should be mowed, allowed to dry, 
and raked in windrows prior to opening day. 
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.,.,_...,. om is an excellent dove food, but is 
expensive to plant just for doves. 
Com fields usually provide good 
hunting immediately after commer, 
cial h~est. Also, by leaving two to 
four rows throughout the field during 

harvest, these rows can be periodically bush,hogged 
to provide adequate food during mid, and late,sea, 
son hunting. 

If the field is not clean of grass and weeds, bum, 
ing, disking, or both may be necessary to remove 
the litter to make it more accessible to the doves. 

Sunflowe; 
unflower fields have provided heavy con, 
centrations of doves in past years. Sun, 
flower is mostly planted in the Lowcountry 
and Piedmont areas. Doves seem to prefer 
the small seeded varieties with the high 
oil content. Most sunflower varieties 

planted in mid,summer are durable enough to stand 
until the last dove season and can be bush,hogged 
in sections as needed. Several problems can arise 
when sunflower is planted, however. In some . .lo, 
cations, heavy concentrations of birds, particularly 
blackbirds, have been known to wipe out fields of 
sunflower. Also, good sunflower fields need ade, 
quate fertilizer, side dressing with nitrogen, and ad, 
ditional cultivation. The extension service should 
therefore be contacted for specific details for a par, 
ticular area. 

• le 

I \ 
Wheat / I f __ 

ue to the liberalGit o of federal reg, 
ulations concerning baiting, it is now 
legal to concentrate doves in any 
manner that is considered a bona fide 
agricultural practice. With this 
change, the use of wheat is now 

widely used to attract doves. 
Most people will agree that wheat is hard to beat 

in attracting doves. Care must be taken, however, 
to assure that wheat is used correctly. In most cases, 
wheat is applied to com and soybean fields after 
harvest. About one,and,a,half bushels per acre is 
recommended. Strips should be disked lightly, and 
wheat should then be top sown. Com fields that 
have a lot of stalks and litter should be burned prior 
to applying wheat. The South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources Department has a publica, 
tion entitled "Dove Hunting-Be Sure.-Be Le, 
gal" which answers most questions concerning 
baiting. If the field owner is unsure, the local con, 
servation officer should be contacted before hunting . 

• nt1ng~ 
illustrations lry Kay Jackson 



Fields as small as five acres can provide 
good sport for a limited number of dove 

hunters, such as these friends gathered for 
refreshments and final instructions before 

an afternoon shoot in the Cedar Creek 
area of Richland County. 

Include These in 
Your Club Rules for 
More Enjoyment 

......,_._ Keep an accurate count of members and 
, ~est.s present at each hunt and the total number of 

birds taken. Stay within legal limit.s. 

~ Stress firearm safety before, during, and after 
· , each hunt . 

......,_._ Provide a trash can for all litter accumulated 
, during each hunt . 

......,_._ Prohibit any alcoholic beverages before or 
, while the hunt is in progress. 

Landowners wishing to concentrate 
these migratory birds during all three 
hunting seasons must place more emphasis 
on crop combinations. 

Three possible combinations which 
have proven successful include: planting 

• fields half and half in strips of brown-top 
millet ( early season) and com (late season); 
planting alternating strips of millets, com, 
and sunflower; planting brown-top millet 
or com followed by disking and top-sowing 
of wheat. A few acres planted to wheat in 
the fall and left unharvested will provide 
food during the summer months and greatly 
enhance the birds' concentration in early 
fall. 

Whatever choices are made for dove · 
food plantings, the landowner should 
always keep in mind the birds' preference 
for lighting, walking, and feeding on open 
ground. Dense field vegetation should be 
removed by burning or light disking, which 

. also expose fallen grain to the birds. 
"Hogged-off," mowed, and disked strips 
between standing crops or food plantings 
also serve to provide these feeding lanes. 

Landowners also are encouraged to 
provide nesting and roosting sites by 
leaving strips of mature pines adjacent to 
fields, allowing a transition zone to develop 
between forest edges and fields, and by not 
clearing cover along fence rows and field 
comers. 

Leaving transition cover along field 
edges, comers, and fence rows also aids 

dove hunters by providing areas for 
concealment. 

Dove fields should be a minimum of five 
acres to assure adequate concentrations of 
birds for hunting. Also, hunters must be 
careful not to overshoot a field. Usually, 
one shoot per week is recommended, as 
even a plentiful food supply will not hold 
the birds under extreme hunting pres.sure. 

In past years, dove hunting has been 
legal only in the afternoon hours. Changes 
in the dove hunting regulations enable 
South Carolina hunters to enjoy all day 
hunting. But experience gained during the 
1980-81 seasons indicates that hunting 
fields half a day, whether it be in the 
morning or afternoon, is advisable if birds 
are to be kept in the area for future shoots. 

While landowners are advised not to 
overshoot their fields, it is best to keep a 
close check on the birds present, 
particularly during the late seasons. Late 
season birds should be hunted as soon as 
possible after their concentration in a 
particular field, as they may move out of the 
area quickly. _, 

-Billy McTeer 

Far more infarm.atian andasmtance on 
mourning dove management, hunting, and 
seasons, contact Billy Mc Teer, SCWMRD, 
P.O. Box 167, Columbia, S.C., 29202. 

Billy Mc Teer is a game bi.o/ogist specializing in small game 
management with the South Carolina Wudlife and Marine 
Resoun:esDeJx:ntment_ 
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Dear Field Trip 
Here are some letters received 

during the past year. If you've got 
something to share with other 
readers, write "Field Trip" at P. 0. 
Box 167, Columbia, S.C., 29202. 

Life Saver 

Dear S. C. Wildlife Department: 
I have never written a letter to 

a place like this! I have a science 
class at school and everyone is to 
send letters to different parts of 
the United States. So I picked 
South Carolina. We are to ask 
for things on flora and fauna 
(plants and animals). Could you 
please send them to me? I don't 
know how many stamps it would 
take. So I'm sending these. If it 
doesn't take this many, keep the 
rest. If it takes more, I'm sorry I 
didn't send enough! Would you 
please send these, because if the 
teacher asks for them and we · 
don't have them, we're as dead 
as the stump of a tree. Remem, 
ber, please send (them) right 
away, and as soon as possible. 
Thanks a lot. You might have 
saved my live. 

Kelly Ekstrand 
2906 Holy Cross Lane 
Garland, Texas 75042 

Bird Bikers 

Dear "Field Trip," 
For the past few years Carolina 

wrens have built a nest in a hang, 
ing basket on our open back 
porch. My mother would first 
find them when she would go to 
water the plant and a wren would 
fly out. After that we would 
watch the basket through the 
window until the baby wrens 
hatched. Then we would watch 
with great excitement the busy 
feedings of the babies. 

But last year we got fooled. In, 
stead, the wrens built their nest 
in my bike basket in the garage. 
I couldn't use my bike for weeks, 
but the waiting was worth it
one May Sunday we sneaked out 
to find five newly,hatched wrens. 
And that was Mother's Day. 

Susan Rogers, age 12 
302 Mallard Crrde, Rt. 2 . 
Gemgetoum. 

(Note: The following letters were 
written to the "Field Trip" Editor 
after presenting a program on 
fishing to Pineview Elementary 
Schoo~ West Columbia, S. C.) 

'A Fishing We Will Go 
Dear S. C. W ildlife Dept., 

I like the poster. I liked the 
show about the fish. I spechily 
like holding the fish for you. I go 
fishing with my dad. 

Saralyn Gunnells 
2nd Grade, Mrs. Breland 

Dear. S. C. Wildlife Dept., 
I liked you coming to our 

school. Your show was very good. 
I am going fishing on Sunday. I 
will try · to catch a largemouth 
bass. I will get my uncle to mount 
him on a peace of wood. I had a 
brim, but my dog chewed it up 
last night. 

]ason]ones 
2nd Grade, Mrs. Breland 

Wildlife Poet 
Dear S. C. Wildlife Dept., 

I liked your show very much. 
I hope you like this: 

South Carolina Wildlife 
I like the South Carolina 

Wildlife Department alot. I love 
them very, very much. I just 
think I'll merry them. 

The End. 
Thank you for the poster. 

Brian Taylor 
2nd Grade, Mrs. Breland 



Field Trip Focus ... 

The Bobcat 
· Bobcats are members of the 

cat family. So are lions, tigers, 
pumas, lynxes, cougars, and 
cheetahs. This cat's common 
name refers to its short or bobbed 
tail. 

Bobcat's fur is yellow to red, 
dish,brown, streaked and spot, 
ted with black. Seen in their 
natural environment, they re, 
semble large stubby,tailed house 
cats. Bobcats may live to be ten 
or twelve years old, though some 
in captivity have lived twenty, 
five years. They have a strong 
odor and their dens also give off 
their characteristic smell. 

Bobcats are usually quiet but 
occasionally give a high,pitched 
scream or low growl that often 
frightens humans. They most 
often scream during the spring 
mating season to mark their 
range or attract others of their 
own kind. When captured, bob, 
cats growl, hiss, or even spit, and 
can be quite fierce. 

Bobcats are most common 
along the coastal plain of South 
Carolina, although some are 
found in the midlands. They are 

least common in the piedmont 
and mountain regions. 

Timbered swamps and heavy 
forest cover in lowland hard, 
woods with much underbrush, 
broken by cliffs and clearings, are 
the bobcat's favored terrain. But 
they may often be found in 
stands of second growth pine 
fields. 

Bobcats prefer to rest in thick, 
ets or fallen hollow trees. In 
breeding season, nests made of 
dried leaves and moss are built in 
similar places. 

The bobcat may claim a ter, 
ritory of about five square miles, 
hunting parts of this each night. 
When food is scarce, or during 
mating season, this territory may 
expand up to forty square miles. 
They are very curious and inves, 
tigate many objects along their 
way, which accounts for their 
customary zig,zag trail of paw 
prints. They usually walk, trot, 
or travel in leaps up to seven or 
ten feet in length. 

Bob..:ats are mostly noctural 
(move at night) and are seldom 
seen in the daytime. They are ac, 
tive all year but will remain in a 
resting place during periods of 
bad weather. 

They also are good climbers 
and will often climb trees to 

avoid dogs or to rest and watch. 
They dislike water, howev~r-, 
and will swim only as a last resort 
in escaping danger. 

When locating prey, bobcats 
depend upon their keen eyesight 
and hearing more than their 
sense of smell. When stalking, 
they usually creep along, then 
pounce on the prey, and have 
been seen crouching on a game 
trail or tree limb awaiting their 
unsuspecting prey. 

Rabbits, mice, rats, and squir, 
rels make up most of the bobcat's 
meals. They also have been 
known to eat opossum, wild tur
key, quail, and even deer and do, 
mesticated cats, though such 
cases are extremely rare. 

When a kill is made, the bob, 
cat gorges itself and will not feed 
again for several days, Although 
it wastes more meat than it eats, 
vultures and other scavengers 
usually finish off the remains, so 
that little is actually wasted. 

Bobcats are protected game 
animals in South Carolina and 
may be hunted only during le, 
gally established seasons. As pre, 
dators and scavengers, they play 
an important role in the wildlife 
community and deserve our pro, 
tection through wise manage, 
ment of our wildlife resources. 
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A World 
of Animals 

There are over a million dif, 
ferent kinds of animals that walk, 
crawl, hop, swim, fly, squirm, 
burrow, or remain in one spot. 
Animals vary in size from micro, 
scopic parasites to whales over 
100 feet long. Some animals 
have skeletons under their skins, 
while many have skeleton,like 
covers on the outside or no skel, 
eton at all. Although animals 
vary in size, shape, and function, 
they all have characteristics that 
set them apart from plants. 

Animals can be classified ac, 
cording to certain traits or rela, 
tionships they have in common. 
For example, the invertebrate 
class, a main class of animals, 
does not have a backbone. 
Worms, spiders, clams, bees, 
butterflies, and other insects are 
invertebrates. Other animals are 
called vertebrates because they 
have backbones, such as frogs, 
birds, fish, and even man. 

Below are the common groups 
of vertebrate animals ( those with 
a backbone) and some examples 
of each: 

Fish: catfish, trout, bream, 
bass 

Amphibians: frog, toad, 
salamander 

Reptiles: snake, turtle, alliga, . 
tor, lizard 

Birds: canvasback duck, bob, 
whitequail, bald eagle, bluebird 

Mammals: white,tailed deer, # 

bear, cat, horse, whale, human 

ItMustBe 
AnAnimal 

If . .. 
it feeds on plants or 
other animals 

it moves about freely 

--

it has a nervous system and 
f' responds quickly 

it stops growing at maturity 

Vertebrates 

Amphibians 



All animals, humans in
cluded, must adapt their lifestyles 
to solve the basic problems of sur
vival. Following are some of 
these problems: 

1. Food: The animal must be 
able to obtain food and bring it 
into the bcxly to be changed into 
energy and living cells. 

2. Respiration: All animals 
require oxygen. The moist skin 
of frogs, a fishes' gills, and a cat's 
lungs all help aoorb oxygen into 
the bcxly. 

3. Waste Removal: The re
moval of bcxly wastes is necessary 
or animals will become poisoned 
and die. Most animals depend 
upon complex oigans and their 
circulation system to rid them-

selves of wastes. 
4. Reaction to the Environ

ment: An animal may use its sen
ses to locate food, a mate, or 
shelter. Most animals, except for 
the most primitive, have some 
kind of nervous system to assist 
in responding to their environ
ment The well,developed ner
vous system of higher animals, 
such as humans, depend upon 
the senses of sight, hearing, 
t.aste, smell, and touch to relate 
to their environment. 

5. Reproduction: Sexual re
production occurs with most 
foTillS of animals and is necessary 
for the continuation of the spe
cies as are the other processes to 
the individual. 

Wildlife & Game 
The term wildlife includes all 

plants and animals that have not 
been cultivated or domesticated 
by man for his needs. Pansies, 
roses, com, and tomatoes that 
are planted for beauty or as food 
are not wildlife. Neither are ani
mals sheltered and fed by hu
man, like cattle, sheep, horses, 
and dogs. Wildlife, on the other 
hand, means wild plants, such as 
mushrooms, cattails, dande
lions; wild invertebrates, such as 
spiders, clams, shrimp, and in
sects; and vertebrates, such as 
fish, birds, and reptiles, that live 
and depend upon the natural 
world for survival. 

Game animals are wildlife 
that may be harvested by man for 
food or clothing, but only during 
legally established seasons and in 
limited numbers. Some game 
animals in South Carolina in
clude the wild turkey, white-tail 
deer, cottontail rabbit, squirrel, 
mourning dove, certain kinds of 
ducks and geese, the bobwhite 
quail, and certain kinds of fish 
that are protected by the num
ber, size, and methods by which 
man may take them. 



magazines. The cover of your magazine of May
June 1981 was so strikingly beautiful we just had 
to write and tell you how much we liked it. So 
far everyone who has seen it has commented on 
how lovely it is. Mr. Goller did a magnificent 
job. Judith Harrell 

Praise for Oak Story 

Terri Shelley 
Conway 

.,.... Just a note to let you know that I read "Gift 
f of an Oak" in the latest issue of South Carolina 

Wildlife. Congratulations! It certainly is a work 
of which you can be proud. I was amazed at the 
amount of factual details that you incorporated 
in the story. Mollie Man.:hione 

Readers' 
Forum 

A Faithful Fan 
I am· a new subscriber, though not at all un

familiar with South Carolina W-Jdlife magazine. 
Between parents and friends, this fine magazine 
has always been readily available to me. 

Being a native Charlestonian and a nature 
lover, I find South Carolina W-Jdlife tremendously 
appealing. It is informative, the articles are well 
written, topics are interesting, and the photog
raphy is superb. 

Sometimes I wish South Carolina W-Jdlife was 
a monthly magazine, but then perhaps antici
pation is part of the enjoyment. I certainly look 
forward to every issue and find myself saying 
quite often, "I didn't know that" and I've lived 
here all my life. 

Keep up the good work. I am a faithful fan. 

Bobwhite Captured 

Christina Filyaw 
Charleston 

I would like to thank you for the "Bobwhite's 
Call" section in the November-December issue. 
The paintings undoubtedly capture every mo
ment of quail hunting-the motionless stance 
and intense concentration (when or if Mr. Bob 
is found}, the covey rise, and then the effortless 
glide into a nearby field or thicket. 

Enjoyed Mill Pond Cover 

BevMcCaJJa 
RockHill 

We work at the Leaming Resources Center 
at Horry-Georgetown Technical College as 
work-study students and we check in a lot of 
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Columbia 

We have just received the May-June issue of 
South Carolina W-Jdlife, and, as usual, found the 
magazine to be very interesting as well as 
informative. 

The article, "Gift of an Oak," in particular, 
was outstanding. 

Robert Lyon 
President 
Southern Paper St.ock Com/xiny 
Spartanburg 

Just a note to tell you how much I enjoyed 
and appreciated your little piece on the oak tree. 
I thought it was a super piece-the kind of thing 
I wish everyone would read. 

I have been preaching the merits of oak trees 
for years. Maybe one day we'll get the South out 
of the pine tree syndrome. 

Thank you for a well-written and thoughtful 
article. John Culler 

Camden 

Pass the Wild Onions 
I have really enjoyed reading and learning 

about wild plants in the May-June issue. I have 
often wondered why someone can't find out 
what's good to eat of this and that, but how can 
one do that? Some may be poisonous. I wish 
someone would use wild onions for something; 
there are so many. S. T. Cooper 

Simpsonville 

Reefs Little Known 
I just finished reading your article on live bot

toms off South Carolina in South Carolina Wild
life and wanted to let you know how much I 
enjoyed this piece. Although a few people liv
ing near the coast, primarily shrimpers and bot
tom fishermen, know about these reefs, I 
suspect this was news to the majority of our cit
izens. The descriptive material was quite accu
rate and identical to experiences of my own. 

I might comment that your color photo of 
the Solenastrea coral head was excellent. In fact, 

it may well be the first such picture of a living 
one in its native habitat ever published. At least 
it is the first one I have ever seen in color or in 
a popular publication. 

Of course there are a number of exotic-look
ing mollusks associated with this substrate, the 
kind sought after by collectors. Unfortunately 
this is also rather academic since they are un
available to this sector. 

Keep up the good work . 
Alan H. Shoemaker 
Z.oologist 
Riverbanks 'Zoological Park 
Columbia 

Not Enough Non-game 
I have enjoyed your magazine over the years 

and wish I could continue taking it. I'm presi
dent of an Audubon Chapter and try to stay 
informed on conservation items nationwide. 
Your magazine helped me do that. Recently, 
though, not enough coverage has been given to 
non-game and lots of articles are not directly 
about wildlife. We have lots of hunting and fish
ing magazines, so I don't think state wildlife 
magazines should be just another Field and 
Stream. 

Thanks again for many good years of reading, 
but I have to limit my magazines to those that 
bring me the most news about wildlife and the 
need for habitat protection. 

Breathtaking Photos 

Leonartl Steiner 
Kirkland, Washington 

Just wanted you to know that I enjoy South 
Carolina Wildlife magazine so very much. I am a 
photographer (amateur, very amateur), and the 
photographs in your magazine are "breathtak
ing," and the articles are just as interesting. 

I only subscribe to three magazines and South 
Carolina W-Jdlife is right along with National 
Geographic. Mrs. Montez]. Parsons 

Brunswick, Georgia 

A Place for All Creatures 
I'd like to express my appreciation for all the 

good and dedicated talent that makes your mag
azine stay at the top of my list. 

Thanks and many more for all your efforts in 
making all the Southeast a better place for all 
our wild creatures. John]. Kearins 

Raleigh, North Carolina 

Priceless Resources 
Thank you for your continued effort in mak

ing us (the general public) more aware of the 
pricelessness of our God-given natural re
sources. Your magazine has enlightened us in 
many areas that we would not have known 
much about otherwise. Wzlliam P. Scott 

Columbia 



Books & Events 
GRANDMA AND TIIE BUCK DEER 
AND OTHER TALES OFYOUTI-IFUL 
DISASTER by Joel Vance. 173 pages. Il
lustrated with line drawings. Published by 
Winchester Press, P. 0. Box 1260, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 74101. $12.50. 

Soulh Carolina WJdlife readers are familiar 
with the humor of Joel Vance. Now Vance 
has published a book from a collection of 
short stories he has written for various pub
lications over the years. 

In a memorable story, Vance tells how he 
and a friend on a dare take his father's new 
{forbidden) rod and reel out for a try. His 
friend, much to Joel's dismay, snatches a 
hocbow off a passing freight train with a 
well-aimed cast. The whipping he received 
for this episode was one of the worst he ever 
had. But you'll be surprised why. 

Vance is a writer with the Missouri Con
servation Department and lives in Jefferson 
City with his wife Marty, five children, two 
bird dogs, five canoes, and five guitars. 

Vance is a frequent contributor to all the 
major outdoor magazines, in addition to 
South Carolina WJdlife. He hunts, fishes, 
canoes, backpacks, skis, and does whatever 
else serves as a halfway valid excuse to get 
out of the office and into the field. 

He is at his best, however, behind the 
typewriter, entertaining us with his wit and 
levity. "Grandma and the Buck Deer" is 
highly recommended. 

SEPTEMBER 7. 
Labor Day Celebration. Annual celebra

tion of summer's end with games, music, and 
fireworks. Place: Charles Towne Landing. 
For more information, call Robert Badger at 
(803) 556-4450. 

Southern 500 & Festival. NASCAR 
drivers in oldest stock race, pageant, and pa
rade. Place: Darlington. For more informa
tion, call (803) 393-4041. 

SEPTEMBER 17-20. 
Old Fashioned Days. Old-timey fi.m in 

many events: pageant, pet parade, opera, 
dances, film showing, lancing tournament, 
model airplane show, antique cars, antique 
doll show, handicrafts, cooking show. Place: 

Kingstree. For more information, call (803) 
354-6431. 

SEPTEMBER 18-20. 
Atalaya Arts Festival. Sales and demon

strations of arts and crafts. Place: Hunting
ton Beach State Park. For more information, 
call (803) 758-3622. 

SEPTEMBER 19. 
10th Annual Scottish Games and High

land Gathering. Band competition, danc
ing, piping, drumming, athletic events, 
Scottish foods, tartan ball. Sponsored by 
Scottish Society of Charleston. Place: 
Middleton Place, Charleston. For more in
fonnation, call (803) 556-6020, or write 
P. 0. Box 9602, Charleston, S.C.i 29410. 

SEPTEMBER 19-20. 
Catfish Festival. Catfish stew, boat and 

raft races, parade, street dances. Place: Har
deeville. For more information, call Dot 
Smith at (803) 784-2967. 

SEPTEMBER 25-26. 
Oktoberfest. An American version of 

the famous German Festival with Bavarian 
music and German food. Place: Charles 
Towne Landing. For more information, call 
(803) 556-4450. 

SEPTEMBER 26. 
Conway's National Hunting and FISh• 

ing Day. Bass tournament, cooking contest, 
canoe rides, casting and shooting contests 
for kids, box turtle race, hunting and fishing 
safety demonstrations, music, snake show, 
displays on wildlife conservation, crafts. 
Place: Conway City Marina. For more infor
mation, call Howard Smith at (803) 248-
2273. 

SEPTEMBER 26-27. 
Aiken Makin'. Continuous talent show, 

arts, crafts, "Making Ability." Place: Ail<en. 
For more information, call (803) 648-0485. 

Pioneer Days. Relive life on an 1840 Up
country fann. Muzzleloader's competition, 
colonial games, and crafts. Place: King's 
Mountain State Park. For more informa
tion, call (803) 758-3622. 

OCTOBER 1-4. 
Eighth Annual Coastal Carolina Invita

tional. Nation's first intercollegiate fishing 
match and seminar. Seminars on sportfish
ing and the future of our state's marine re
sources, demonstration of king mackerel 
pierfishing techniques, displays of rods and 
reels, renowned speakers, tag-and-release 
fishing competition. Place: Myrtle Beach. 
For more information, contact Donald Mil
ius at USC-Coastal Carolina (803) 347-
316L 

OCTOBER3. 
Gopher Hill Day. Gopher, tortoise races, 

parade, Lowcounny food, flea market. Place: 
Ridgeland. For more infonnation, call (803) 
726-8126. 

OCTOBER 15-16. 
Arthur Smith King Mackerel Fishing 

Tournament. Place: Little River Inlet. For 
more information, call (803) 249-1523. 

OCTOBER 16-18. 
Fall Fiesta of the Arts. Swan Gardens 

feature visual and perfonning arts, concerts, 
and choral groups. Place: Sumter. For more 
information, call (803) 773-1581. 

OCTOBER 17. 
"Old Fashioned" Bazaar. Art show and 

exhibits, children's carnival, antique chil
dren's clothing show, games, and prizes. 
Place: Summerville. -For more information, 
call Mrs. J. T. Taylor, at (803) 873-1991 or 
873-7841, or write St. Paul's Episcopal 
Church, 111 Waring Street, Summerville, 
s.c., 29483. 

OCTOBER 17, 18. 
Fall Color Walks. Profes.sional naturalists 

will lead walks to selected locations in the 
foothills section. Place: statewide. For more 
information, call (803) 758-3622. 

OCTOBER 18. 
Lancing Tournament. Medieval knights 

race on horseback to spear two-inch rings. 
Place: Middleton Place. For more informa
~' call (803) 556-6020. 

OCTOBER24. 
International Festival. Foods of the world 

combine with international entertainment. 
Place: Denmark TEC. For more informa
tion, call (803) 245-5440. 

To list an event, contact Tricia Way, 
South Carolina Wildlife, P. 0. Box 167, 
-Columbia,S.C., 29202, (803) 758-0001. 



Aildlife biologist 
walked an alligator 

through a crowd of curious spectators, pulling 
back on its leash when the gator became a little 
too enthusiastic about its stroll. 

BBs flew as youngsters plinked away at 
targets in an enclosed shooting range, and then 
a wildlife department hunter safety instructor 
explained the fine points of marksmanship to 
the would-be hunters. 

Foot-stomping pickers perched on a flat-bed 
truck rang bluegrass music through the area. 
Earlier in the day, from this same platform, wild 
turkey and duck calling champions clucked, 
gobbled, and quacked their skills to the crowd. 

Walking among his slithering captives, 
snake handler Heyward Clamp explained to 
spectators how a rattlesnake bite on a 
snake-gathering trip had cost him a finger. 

People, people, people-some 3,000 of 
them-milled around enjoying the events and 
displays at Conway's second annual Hunting 
and Fishing Day celebration last September. 
Sponsored by the Waccamaw Chapter of the 
South Carolina Wildlife Federation, the event 
is held at Conway Marina and promises this 
year to draw an even larger crowd, more 
exhibitors, events, and demonstrations. 

National Hunting and Fishing Day is for the 
whole family and the Conway celebration is no 
exception, but the Waccamaw Chapter's 
Hunting and Fishing Day chairman 
Frank Taylor says, "We aim the whole 
celebration toward kids and getting them 
actively involved." 

According to Mitch Godwin, president of 
the Waccamaw Chapter of the South 

Carolina Wildlife Federation, the purpose of 
Hunting and Fishing Day is to promote these 
two ,outdoor activities and to tell the story of 
wildlife conservation to the public. 
Sportsmen's efforts and financial assistance 
have provided for the protection and 
conservation of the state's and nation's natural 
resources. 

Some sixteen events took place during last 
year's celebration. These included dog trials, 
taxidermy, knife making, art and decoy 
carving, canoe races, casting contests, 
weapons' displays, archery and primitive 
weapons firing, a turtle race, and much more. 

Hunting and Fishing Day is a national 
observance normally celebrated the last 
weekend in September. To date, the Conway 
celebration is the largest in South Carolina. To 
enjoy a good day of outdoor fun, bring the 
family to Conway on September 26. _, 

-BOB CAMPBELL 
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A 
Festival 

WithReal 
Outdoor Flavor 

Conway's third annual 
Hunting and Fishing Day celebration 

· promises to be chocked full of outdoor exhibits 
and events for the whole family, 

especially the kids. 



Mandatory training for South 
Carolina hunters was overwhelm- da 
inglyendorsedrecentlybyadiver- Man t H t 
sified group gathered to seek ory un er 
solutions to abuses to the state's 
outdoor resources. 

Adiversityofsubjectsandprob- Educan·on Endo~sed !ems was widely discussed during a 
day-long RESPECT conference 
held in Columbia. But the princi-
pal recommendation that emerged 
from the meeting was mandatory 
hunter training. 

"There's a possibility of getting 
a start with such a program for first
time license buyers within two 
years," said Dr. James A Timmer
man Jr., executive director of the 
state wildlife department. 

Tunmerman, at the confer, 
ence's conclusion, said, "The state 
is just about right to begin looking 
at mandatory hunter education.• 
He pointed out that many states 
already have such requirements. 

Increasing problems with hunt• 
ers and other outdoor users who 
lack respect for the state's outdoor 
resources prompted the confer, 
ence. The South Carolina Wild
life and Marine Resources 
DepartmentandtheSouthCaro
lina Wildlife Federation sponsored 
the session. 

Operation RESPECT is a wild
life department campaign to im
prove outdoor ethics among the 
state's outdoor sportsmen. The so
called SLOB hunter was the focus 
for most of the discussion during 
the conference, but others, in
cluding fishermen, boaters, hikers, 
campers, and even bird watchers, 
took some criticism. 

Hunters must educate them
selves, said keynote speaker Dale 
Gaskill of the National Wildlife 
Federation, then educate the non
hunters so the general population 
will accept hnnting. 

Anti-hunters point to the slob 
hunter as the typical hunter, Gas
kill said, in making their case with 
the non-hunting public. Non
hunters outnumber both the hunt
ing and anti-hunting publics, and 
it is this group who will decide the 
future of hunting, he said. 

Peer pressure, the wildlife direc
tor said, is the most important 
means to deal with the uninten
tional violators of ethics and laws. 

This is the theme for Operation 
RESPECT. Hunters are going to 
have to police themselves, Tim
merman told the conference. 

Vigorous law enforcement and 
a concerned hunting public will 
have to be used to combat the ha
bitual violator and those who lack 
respect for conservation practices 
and the wildlife resources of the 
state, it was pointed out 

"What we are talking about,• 
said wildlife commission chairman 
J. Drake EdensJr. ofColumb~, "is 
people's character. 

Youngsters in the Wddlife and Marine Resources Department volun, 
tary Hunter Education course are given ten hours instruction in basic 
wildlife management and game laws, first aid and wilderness survival, 
safe care and handling of various fireann types, and hunter responsi, 
bilities, followed by two hours of "hands on" live firing. 

"The biggest thing you have to 
have," he said in a later interview, 
"is self respect.• 

Edens said people have to be la
dies and gentle 

E'v~:: Roundtable 
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DOVES WERE COMING 
in high and fast last Sep
tember. As guns began to 

shoot, hunters walked the field 
looking for fallen birds. Many were 
lost to those without retrievers. 

When it falls, a dove blends 
with the grass and com shucks. 
Dogless hunters, eager to get back 
to shooting, usually search only a 
few minutes before giving up on 
fallen birds. A trained retriever 
marks the bird down, sniffs it out, 
and brings it back, reducing this 
loss to almost zero. What a pleas
ure to sing out "Fetch!," advertising 
your skill as a wingshot to the 
hunters in the far comer of the 
field. 

In waterfowl hunting, a re
triever is essential in locating the 
wounded duck that hides amid the 
vegetation or dives to elude the 
hunter. What finer sight than to 
see a lab coming to the blind with 
a wild duck clutched in its mouth? 

Bird dogs are vital in locating 
the coveys while quail hunting. 
These dogs should also be trained 
to "hunt dead" to find and retrieve 
dead and wounded birds. Many 
times I've shot on a covey rise, 
continued on for singles, and had 
my dog find a bird that I didn't see 
go down. Had it not been for the 
dog's keen nose, this bird would 
have been wasted. 

If you need a retriever and a 
pointing dog but can't afford the 
time and money for both, consider 
one of the "combination" breeds 
such as the Brittany, German 
shorthair, or South Carolina's own 
Boykin spaniel. One of these dogs, 
properly trained, can do the work 
of two breeds. 

Another aspect of owning a 
good gun or water dog is the com
panionship the dog gives. (Doesn't 
everyone else talk to his dog?) And 
don't overlook the satisfaction in 

the perfection of a 
-~~". team-you, your 

.,~ ,-.-- .- ·•" ·,t \ 1 gun, and your 
·, dog. --. 

11 Tyler 
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Union Turkey Caller Is 
New S.C. Champion 

Butch Dill of Union defeated a 
group of skilled competitors in 
F.dgefield recently to win the 1981 
South Carolina Wild Turkey Call
ing Championship. 

Dill won the honor during the 
twelfth annual Wild Turkey Call
ing Contest sponsored by the F.dge
field Collllty Game and Fish As
sociation. 

Robert Arthur, also of Union, 
took the open championship and 
Scott Kelly of Mountsville won 
the youth contest. Open compe
tition is available to all competi
tors, including nonresidents. Only 

"ADay 
For 

Years 
To 

Come" 

Sooth Carolina residents may com
pete for the state championship. 

Thirty persons competed in the 
three contest categories, which 
was "by far more than we've ever 
had," said association spokesman 
Sam Crouch. The spokesman 
added that "we had a full house" of 
spectators. 

Crouch estimated the crowd of 
spectators at between 400 and 
500. "We were just thrilled to 
death at the turnout for an event 
that has gained steadily in interest 
since its beginning twelve years 
ago,9 he said.-. 

National Federation 
Honors Governor Riley 

South Carolina Governor 
Richard W. Riley was honored re
cently with a special conservation 
achievement award by the Na, 
tional Wildlife Federation at its 
annual meeting in Norfolk, Vir
ginia, in March. 

Riley, who was recently named 
Conservationist of the Year by the 
South Carolina Wildlife Federa
tion, was awarded this national 
recognition for broad conservation 
contributions, including leader
ship in developing a national pol
icy for handling and disposal of low 
and high level nuclear waste. 

The national federation also 
complimented Riley on his lead
ership on the state level in conser
vation policy development. 

Others honored by the federa
tion included television journalist 
Walter Cronkite and former Inte
rior Secretary Cecil Andrus. 

These awards are bestowed an
nually to conservation leaiers ~ 
the nation by the National Wild
life Federation, the largest conser
vation organization in the nation. 

National Forests 
Provide Fuelwcxxl 

Almost 20 percent of the wood 
taken from the 190-million-acre 
National Forest System in 1980 
was used for heating, according to 
the Wildlife Management Institute. 

Last year, the U.S. rorest Ser
vice issued more than 972,00J 
permits for cutting fuel wood. 
These permittees took more than 
two billion board feet of timber to 
be used for heating purposes. 

Two billion board feet is equal 
· to about 1.3 million cords or the 

equivalent of around 195,00J gal, 
lons of high-quality heating oil. 
That's enough to heat at least one
quarter million homes for a year. 

Service personnel estimate that 
the annual demand on public and 
private forests for fuel wood will be 
about 26 million cords by 2030.-.. 



~~~ 
Carolina Snarks,9 a new eighty

p-age photo-packed guide prepared 
with the sport fisherman in mind, 
~ been published by the state 
wildlife department's Marine Re
sources Division. 

According to Charles Moore, 
head of recreational fisheries and 
editor of the guide, the publication 
should serve as a general reference 
to sharks encountered in South 
Carolina waters. 

"1bis guide is intended to pro-

Shark Guide Published 
vide the reader with a general un
derstanding of the biology and 
natural history of sharks and give 
an appreciation for their unique
ness,• said Moore. 

Infonnation about the prepara
tion of sharks as food, recipes, and 
personal record forms for the fish. 
erman have also been included. 
But the bulk of the guide is de-

voted to shark identification for 
the fisherman. 

To offset printing costs, Moore 
said the guide was being sold for 
$3. 50. The publication may be ob
tained by writing: Shark Guide, 
South Carolina Wildlife and Ma
rine Research and Conservation 
Foundation, P. 0. Box 12559, 
Charleston, S.C., 29412. • 

POND BOATS ARE UN
doubtedly some of the most 
versatile and popular types 

of watercraft used by sportsmen in 
South Carolina. These boats' 
lightness and shallow draft give ac
cess to some of the state's best 
hunting and fishing in our small 
creeks, ponds, and other sheltered 
waters. 

Put your favorite of these boats 
in the back of a pick-up or a station 
wagon, tie them to a car-top car
rier on your vehicle or pop-up 
camper, and you're ready to go 
fishing or exploring. I've even seen 
some boaters carry one-man pond 
boats in their john boats to reach 
a favorite secluded spot;' 

Such boats offer the advantages 
of being quiet, light, easy to ma
neuver with a paddle or an electric 
motor, and they are relatively 
inexpensive. 

Traditional and homemade 
models usually consist of plywood 
or cypress strips. But models of 
ABS plastic, aluminum, and fiber
glass are available and on the in
crease. Equipment can range from 
a simple plank box-seat with live
well underneath to super deluxe 
models like the Sneak, which 
comes with carpeting, live-well, 
side pocket storage, a foam seat, 
and a foot-controlled electric mo
tor. With the proper care, any 
model should provide a lifetime of 
boating and fishing fun. 

Models vary in stability and all 
are relatively safe if used on small 
waters while wearing a flotation 
device. Owners quickly learn to 
avoid sudden movements and 
standing up in these boats. But if 
common sense boating safety is 
followed, the dividends in in
creased hunting, fishing, and 
boating success far outweigh the 
risk of a dunking. • 

' . ./, 
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THERE'S DECIDEDLY 
fishing magic afoot in our 
Sandlapper salt water all 

down the coast with the approach
ing promise of fall. Those drifting 
leaves harken dove hunts and deer 
stands, but for the saltwater angler, 
it's all happening now from far in
shore on out to the Stream and 
everywhere in between. 

If you plan to fish salt water in 
South Carolina, do it now. 

Choose your weapons with al
most reckless abandon, from the 
fly rod on up to as heavy as they're 
made, because the magic of short
ening days and gently dropping 
temperatures has the sea boiling 
with feeding frenzy. And fre
quently some of that frenzy is 
where your guide or skipper will 
present you with some fishing 
memories to be cherished far into 
one's dotage, possibly to the cha
grin of one's progeny. 

But I hope not. I hope our sea 
off South Carolina will likewise be 
pure for them and theirs beyond to 
chase surface schools that lather 
an acre of ocean; stalk the wily big 
red bass in the surf; or follow the 
sargassum trail of the Gulf Stream 
for giant blue marlin and sailfish, 
all now headed slowly south before 
the first chill gusts of winter. 

So no matter what your salt
water fishing game, this is the time 
to make your play, but remember 
that a professional guide or charter 
skipper knows these waters, and 
quite often therein hangs the tale 
of the contented as well as contin-c -.,_. uing saltwaffter angl~ 
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Saltwater Record Broken 
Joe C.oppinger of Parris Island 

was shrimping early one morning 
on the island when he decided he 
would make a few casts into a 
nearby impoundment. He landed 
the state record summer trout or 
weakfish. 

Coppinger's trout weighed 
eleven pounds thirteen ounces 
and hit a stingray grub. Two days 
earlier in the same impoundment, 
the US. Marine had hooked a 6sh 
that he couldn't tum. It broke his 
line. 

Not only was his catch a new 
state record for the species, but an 
m1U$.lal place to find a summer 
trout, according to Don Ham• 
mond, state fisheries biologist with 
the wildlife department's Marine 
Resources Division. 

Hammcnl explained that Sooth 
Carolina is on the southern end of 
the weakfish's range. "Normally 
we see very small individuals here,• 
he said "Mady thi.5 &his oceanic. 
Very few of the adult 6sh enter 
our estuaries, much less an 
impoundment.• 

Hammond speculated that the 
trout had entered the impound
ments as a juvenile 6sh and had 
grown to its Ulll&lal size in the rich 
habitat of the impoundment. 

During the same weekend in 
late spring, Dale C. Critz Jr. of Sa
vannah, fishing aboard the Afuh
ionado out of Hilton Head, boated 
the state record white marlin. The 
10'3-pound marlin broke a twelve
year standing record for the species 
in South Carolina. ,,., 

Dale Critz is all smiles posing with his new state record white mar
lin. Boat owner Joe Webster (left) and crew member Bill Cork 
share the honor. 

Tagged Shad 
Indicate Common 
Summer Ground 

Three tagged American shaa, 
caught in South Carolina rivers in 
the spring, may help to establish 
the existence d a single shacl sum• 
mering ground in the Bay ofFtmdy 
in eastern Canada. 

The three shad are among a 
nwnber of tagged shad that have 
been caught in the spring all along 
the South Atlantic eoo&. 

Canadian officials tagged 500 
juvenile shad during the summer 
of 1979 and another 2,400 in 
1980. All the 6sh were tagged in 
the Bay of Fundy where a large hy
droelectric plant~ been J)[qU!ed. 

This spring tagged shad have 
been caught during their spawning 
runs in rivers from Florida to 
Vitginia. 

According to Glen Ulrich of 
the South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department, 
the number of tagged fish caught 
from such widely spaced points in• 
dicates that virtually the entire 
shad population may spend the 
summer in the Bay of Fundy where 
they feed on plankton. 

Ulrich, who is head of the Of. 
fice of G:mservation, Manage
ment, and Marketing's finfish 
management section, said that it 
is not known how the proposed 
hydroelectric plant might affect 
the shad population. 

"If the entire shad population 
does depend on this one rather 
small area, then any physical alter• 
ation of the area might have a se
vere impact on the commercial 
shad fishery along the entire East
ern Seaboard,• he noted. 

Last year some 270,<XXl poun:k 
of shad, worth $222,948, were 
landed in South Carolina. -. 



State fisheries biologist Randy Geddings looks over a thirteen• 
pound twelve-ounce brown trout that broke a twenty-year South 
Carolina record. Mike Gravely (left) caught the fish while trolling 
a red and silver Swedish Pimple spoon in Lake Jocassee last January. 

Curtis Hedden was fis · at night with a live shad on ten-pound, 
test line when this fifteen-pound fourteen-ounce state record trout 
took the bait. 

Wildlife department fisheries 
biologists' predictions that lake Jo
~. South Carolina's scenic 
mountain lake, would eventually 
produce record rainoow trout have 
proven true. 

£A.uing the first five months of 
the year, the three hugest brown 
trout on South Carolina records 
were caught from this 7,565-acre 
Duke Power Company reservoir. 

largest of the trout weighed fif. 
teen ~ fourteen Otmees and 
was caught May 6 by Ontis Hed
den of Pisgah, North Carolina. 
On April 11, Jack Pace of Saluda, 
North Carolina, landed a fourteen 
pound ten ounce trout. Earlier yet, 
January 22, Mike Gravely of Sun
set boated a thirteen pound twelve 
ounce brown trout that broke the 
twenty-year record for the species. 

Fisheries personnel with the 
South Carolina Wildlife and Ma
rine Resowces Deparonent began 
an annual stocking program for Jo
cassee in 1972. The clear cold, 
water reservoir began filling in 
1971 and reached full pool in 1973. 

At, a new reservoir, Jocassee 
provided extraordinary habitat for 
the fish of the new fishery. In a lake 
environment, trout grow larger 
and at a faster rate than in the 
stteam environment. 

"The trout fishery in lake Jo
cassee is a put, grow, and take phe
nomenon,W according to Randy 

eddings, the wildlife depart• 
ment's trout biologist stationed at 
aemson. 

-Once a year," the biologist re• 
ported, Ka minimum of 40,0CO 
brown and rainbow trout of about 
nine inches each are stocked into 
the lake. TilC!ie fish are not known 
to reproduce in the lake," he 
added. 

Steelheads or searun rainbows 
have also been introduced at lake 
1~---

ARECENTS1UDYBY 
the New York Depart
ment of Conservation 

found that fISh which swallow a 
hook can survive after release
if they are handled properly. 

Biologists found that sixty per
cent of the fish died when the 
hook was removed by hand, while 
only seventeen percent died if the 
leader was clipped and the hook 
was left in the fish. l.es.5 than one 
percent of the trout lightly hooked 
(hook embedded in jaw, tongue, 
or roof of mouth) died. 

•Squeezing the fish's body cav
ity will kill it by damaging the in
ternal organs. Hold it by the lower 
jaw and gently remove the hook, 
using needle-nosed pliers if neces
sary. If the fish has sharp teeth, 
gently grasp it by the gill covers 
when removing the hook. 

•When the protective layers of 
slime which cover the fish are re
moved by handling, bacterial in
fection occurs. To minimize this, 
avoid handling a fish with dry 
hands. However, it is better to 
handle a fish with dry hands than 
to squeeze it because you have a 
poor grip. Holding it by the lower 
jaw and keeping it in the water 
while you remove the hook elimi
nates both problems. 

•inadequate live wells are also 
big mortality factors. Studies show 
that, under the best conditioru, 
mortalities range from five to thirty
two percent of the fish held in a 
live well. Make sure the well is 
properly aerated, and return the 
fish to the water as soon as possible. 

•Removing deeply embedded 
hooks is almost a sure way to kill a 
fish. If the fISh has swallowed the 
hook, don't try to pull it out. Cut 
the leader as far down the fish's 
throat as possible. 

By using the proper release 
techniques, anglers can reduce fish 
mortality coruiderably. All it takes 

is a little time and 
'•·-• ,.___ coruideration. ,,,,., 
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To PAD OR Nor TO 
pad, is this the question? 

My answer came in the 
affinnative years ago . . . about 
the time my aging bones became 
tender to hard ground and micro
scopic twigs and pebbles that be
came boulders and redwood trunks 
by midnight. 

You can suffer the cold hard 
ground if you choaie, but I'm a pad 
man from way back. Sleeping on 
the ground is a little too basic for 
me. 

During my years in the service 
the air mattress was the instrument 
of comfort. More than anything it 
kept me out of the muck. It was 
the only thing between me and 
the ocrzy slime of maneuver mud. 
For years afterward I thought the 
air mattress was the only option. 

Then I discovered pads and 
came to realize that air mattresses 
have their faults. They leak, pro
vide poor insulation for winter use, 
and blowing them up can give 
you a case of hyperventilation. 

By this time I had also become 
weight-conscious. Air mattresses 
are heavy, at least good ones worth 
carrying are heavy. There is a bet
ter way, sports fans. 

Pads come in two basic models 
. . . closed and open cell. Open
cell foam pads are thicker and pro
vide more comfort. But they will 
sponge water and do not provide 
the insulative quality of the closed
cell pads. 

Since the closed-cell (Ensolite) 
pads are sold in thinner models, 
they are less bulky and easier to 
pack. They do not absorb water 
and will protect you from a bed of 
ice and snow below temperatures 
encountered in the Southeast. 

But for my money I'll take the 
open-cell foam pad. It's thicker 
and more bulky, but immensely 
more comfortable. Usually they 

are sold with a cover 
·/r1{'-D- . that has a water
,.,~;f~ , ·J. proof bottom. 

'1l -i'-' .,, 
\(~ ) , . 
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62 By Bob Campbell 

Boat Ramps Completed 
Ten boat~ have been com

pleted in seven South Carolina 
counties, giving local boaters and 
fishermen more access to county 
waterways, the wildlife depart
ment's boating division reported 

Funds for consnuction d the 
ram~ came from the counties and 
are derived from a percentage d 
the state gasoline fuel tax. Coun
ties are allotted these funds on the 
basis of the number d registered 
boaters in the counties. 

Called the Motor Boat Fuel 
Tax, these funds statewide amount 
to some $500,0C() annually. Ac
cording to law, the funds may be 
wed only for boating purposes. 
This would include stream clear
ing and boating education as well 
as ramp construction, mainte
nance, and improvement. 

Aorence County: Ramp is situ
ated just outside the city limits of 
Johnsonville on Highway 41 and 
the Lynches River. A ramp has 
also been constructed on state 
Highway 52 and the Lynches 
River at Effingham, 

Barnwell County: Ramp is sit• 

uated about two miles from High
way 300 and 6-57 on the 
Salkehatchie River. A ramp has 
also been conmucted about ten 
miles northeast of Williston on 
Highway 39 on the South Edisto 
River. 

Allendale County: Little Hell 
Landing on the Savannah River is 
situated about one mile out of Mil
lett on secondary road 268. 

llirchester County: Ramp is 
situated about twelve miles south 
of St. George on Highway 15 on 
the Edisto River. 

Hampton County: Ramp is sit
uated about twelve miles north d 
Hampton on Highway 601 at the 
Salkehatchie River. 

Bamberg County: Ramp is sit
uated about fifteen miles southeast 
of Ehrhardt on Highway64 lat the 
Salkehatchie River. 

Lee County: Ramp is situated 
about three miles east d BJshop
ville oo Highway 15 at the Lynches 
River. 

Will~burg County: Ramp is 
situated in Kingstree at the end of 
Mill Street on the Black River.,,., 

Fonner Clemson 
Professor Named to 
Top Wildlife Job 

A former professor d zoology at 
Oemson University has been 
named the chief executive officer 
d the National Wildlife Federa
tion, the nation's largest citizens' 
conservation organization. 

Dr. Jay D. Hair, 35, an author
ity on the division d wildlife re
sponsibilities between the federal 
and state governments, succeeds 
Thomas L Kimball as executive 
vice president d the Washington 
organization. 

The NWF'S twenty-nine
member board d directors chOie 
Hair for the job after a two-year 
hunt in which search committees 
screened 161 candidates for the 
post. lhe position is considered 
the most influential non-govern
ment job in the conservation field. 

Hair received his B.S. and 
M.S. degrees at Clemson Univer
sity and in 1975 earned his Ph.D 
in zoology from the University d 
Alberta in Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada. 

He taught wildlife biology at 
Clemson before joining the faculty 
of North Carolina State at Raleigh 
in 1977. There he administered 
the fisheries and wildlife sciences 
program. 

Hair has been active in the fed
eration as a volunteer for more 
than a decade. He served as presi
dent of the South Carolina Wild
life fu:leration for two terms. Qmng 
this time, the state federation was 
named the NWFs top ,affiliate of 
the year.,,., 



Professional 
Botanists Organize 

Dr. lhig Rayner, Heritage Tru& 
botanist, has helped to organize 
the state's professional botanists 
with the goal of updating the 
state's atlas of plants. South Caro
lina's only comprehensive plant 
atlas was done by North Carolina 
botanists and has not been up
dated in over fifteen years. 

According to Dr. Rayner, the 
state will be divided into regions 
with one botanist acting as a co
ordinator for collecting data from 
that region. The major tasks 
awaiting these scientists will be the 
updating of plant record collected 
since 1964, and the collection of 
new material from the state. One 
primary goal, which will prove in
valuable to our Heritage Program, 
is that of surveying areas of the 
state which are poorly known for 
a botanical standpoint. 

Dr. Rayner hopes that, by using 
existing botanical knowledge and 
the resources of the Heritage Pro
gram, these professional botanists 
can add to the inventory data base 
and provide a better understand
ing of the state's flora. 

Anyone wishing to help with 
this effort should contact Dr. Ray
ner at 758-0014. • 

Heritage Conference 
Scheduled in October 

This October will find South 
Carolina's Heritage Trust Program 
hosting the annual Southeastern 
Heritage Conference. Participants 
will include staff members from 
southern Heritage Programs, Na
ture Conservancy personnel, and 
representatives of other conserva
tion-oriented organizations. The 
meetings will be held at Santee 
State Parle and topics of discussion 
will range from funding sources for 
conservation to preserve design 
and management._, 

ITS ASHAME HOW many 
deer hunters don't like to eat 
venison. "Too tough" or "Too 

gamey," they complain. Some
times the reason is the way they 
handle it. 

"The best recipe in the world 
won't improve a bloody mess,• says 
Joe Hamilton, deer research biol
ogist, hunter, chef, and consumer. 
Joe should know. He cooks and 
eats venison year-round. 

Ba.sic to proper care, Joe says, is 
a clean kill, quick cleaning ( usu
ally field dressing), hanging the 
carcass in a cooler for a week, 
and then cutting it up correctly. 

The best place to shoot the deer 
is with a single rifle shot in the 
neck, of course, but Joe has seen a 
lot of messy buckshot deer. He's 
seen hunters divide up their kill on 
a picnic table with a hatchet. And 
then many soak it in vinegar, 
milk, or some marinade, but Joe 
prefers hanging the meat in a 
cooler room for seven to ten days 
instead. 

In hutching the hindquarter, he 
advises, take out the individual 
muscles, remove the white sheaths 
covering each, and cut them into 
steaks. Loins can be cut into pat
ties and pan-fried. Neck and 
shoulders can be cooked whole as 
roasts. All other parts, with beef 
fat added, can be ground into 
burger or cut into chunks as stew. 
Venison can be substituted for beef 
in any recipe. Anyone for venison 
chop suey? Why not? 

For barbecue ribs, Joe recom
mends cutting a rack of ribs into 
hand-size pieces with a meat saw. 
llin't u;e a meat cleaver or hatchet, 
or the bones may fragment. Sea
son with Nature's Seasons. Ten
derize in pressure cooker for twenty 
to thirty minutes. Apply your fa
vorite sauce; char-
coal or broil 
inoven. , -
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0 ur new international orange winter 
cap will do three things for you: First 
it will insure a safe hunt by helping 

satisfy South Carolina OMA international 
orange clothing requirements. Since it's 
insulated, the cap will keep your head warm. 
And, with a "RESPECT" logo on the front, 
it says you are the kind of hunter that respects 
the out-of-doors. 

This 100 percent heavy cotton twill c~p 
is also Scotch guarded for soil resistance. The 
inside seams are closed and the cap is heavily 
stitched for long wear. A heavy duty plastic 
band lets it adjust to -
fit almost every size 
head. Put this new 
capon and we 
guarantee you'll say 
you like it. And it will 
say you're the kind of 
ethical sportsman 
South Carolina 
needs more of. 

At $5.95 plus tax our initial supply will 
surely go fast. So order yours right away! 

A convenient order form is on page 64. 



MOVING? 
Let us know eight weeks before you go. 

Attach your address label 
from current Issue 

here. 

For fast service, attach your current address 
label (from magazine cover) in the space 

above. Then fill in your new address and mail 
to S.C. Wildlife, PO. Box 167, Columbia, S.C. 

29202. 

NEW ADDRESS: 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

City/State ___________ Zip ___ _ 

·• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-------------------------~ YOUR SPECIAL 
ORDER FORM 

Please send me __ RESPECT caps in winter 
international orange at $5.95 each. 

Please send me __ Copies of the 1981-1982 WILDLIFE 
CALENDAR & ALMANAC. One@ $7.95 
Two @ $14.95 - Three @ $22.95. 

P1easesendme __ CopiesofCAROLIN.11:S HUNTING 
HERITAGE at $24.95 each. 

Please send me __ Copies of A CAROLI NA PROFILE at 
$15.00 each. 

Please send me __ Copies of THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
WI LOLI FE COOKBOOK-@ $4.95 each 
if ordered before December 25. 
@ $5.95 each after Christmas. 

Please send me __ New "Wildlife Between The Covers" 
T-shirts at $6.95 each or two at $13.90. 
Three (special discount) at $17.95 and 
four or more aU6.00 each. Please state 
1st and 2nd color choice. 

Color s M L XL XS 

Navy 

Lt. Blue *NA 

~range *NA 

Red •· 

!Tan *NA 

*Not available 
Please print or type 

Add 4% S.C. state sales tax ____ _ 

Total order ____ _ Amount enclosed ____ _ 

Name _________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

City/State/Zip _ _____________ _ 

□ Payment enclosed 

□ Master Charge# or □ Visa# _ ________ _ 

Make checks payable to: 
South Carolina Wildlife 

P.O. Box 167 
Columbia, S.C. 29202 

Allow 6 weeks for delivery 

OUR 
SHIRTS 
WILL 

FIT YOU 
TOA"T" 

T eeing off, Tying a fly, 
Taking a hike, Tenting a 
mountain, Tacking a 
yawl, Tracking a buck, 
Trolling for stripers, or 

Tolling a duck .. . .Take a tip and 
order one for your next 
outdoor trek. 

Made of 100% domestic cotton, 
choose from 

red, orange, 
tan, navy, and 

light blue. 
Sizes available 
inS, M, L, 
XL,andXS 
for children 

in navy and 
red. Still qnly $6.95. 

Please use the attached form to 
order your new South Carolina 
Wildlife T-shirt. 

~ 
Wildlife 

P.O. Box 167 
Columbia, S.C. 29202 

~ Guro1tiim 
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